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About this report 

This report is a compilation of memos, written by investor members and allies of the 
Ceres Investor Network, and edited by Ceres. It explores the business case and 
rationale for various climate- and ESG-related shareholder proposals at U.S.-based 
companies that will be voted on during 2018 annual meetings.  

About Ceres  

Ceres is a sustainability nonprofit organization working with the most influential 
investors and companies to build leadership and drive solutions throughout the 
economy. Through our powerful networks and advocacy, we tackle the world’s 
biggest sustainability challenges, including climate change, water scarcity and 
pollution, and human rights abuses.  

The Ceres Investor Network on Climate Risk and Sustainability comprises more than 
150 institutional investors, collectively managing more than $23 trillion in assets, 
advancing leading investment practices, corporate engagement strategies and 
policy solutions to build an equitable, sustainable global economy and planet. For 
more information, visit www.ceres.org.  

Contact 	

For more information, contact: 	

Rob Berridge		
Director, Shareholder Engagement, Ceres 
berridge@ceres.org  
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Introduction 
 
This guidebook showcases memos written by institutional investors concerned about 
the risks and opportunities of climate change-related issues to companies in their 
portfolios. The goal of each memo is to present the business case for a shareholder 
proposal that will go to vote during the 2018 proxy season. The resolutions discussed 
are just a sampling of more than 190 climate-related (broadly defined) resolutions 
filed during the 2018 proxy season.1   
 
Topics covered in the memos include carbon asset risk, clean energy, coal ash, 
deforestation, greenhouse gas emissions, methane, and sustainability reporting.   
 
In addressing carbon asset risk, the global consensus has quickly evolved around the 
use of scenario analysis as a key tool for oil, gas, and electric utility companies 
navigating the transition to low-carbon energy. The average vote on 17 shareholder 
proposals requesting two-degree scenario analyses filed during the 2017 proxy 
season was 45%, and three proposals achieved majority support. Carbon Tracker 
estimates $1.6 trillion of future capital expenditures are at risk of being wasted, with 
private sector fossil companies bearing far more of the burden than state-owned 
companies.2  
 
Setting company-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction goals is necessary for 
companies to disclose to investors that they are truly preparing for a lower carbon 
future. Without these goals, investors have no way of knowing whether a company’s 
various actions, in the aggregate, are sufficient to address the risks. In addition, goals 
are a critical management tool for actually reducing emissions.  The Science Based 
Target Initiative reveals that hundreds of large companies have committed to set GHG 
reduction goals and provides resources to assist companies.3  CDP reports that 
carbon reduction actions tend to be more profitable than a company’s core business.4   
 
Investing in clean energy is the primary strategy for most companies to achieve 
emissions reductions goals and capture the associated benefits. Improving energy 
efficiency generally generates a very high return on investment with little risk.  
 
Sourcing renewable energy can reduce the variability of energy spending, and the 
(unsubsidized) prices for wind and solar power are now competitive with coal and 
natural gas in many regions around the globe including large portions of the United 
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States, according to Lazard. 5 Renewable energy can also provide important 
reputational benefits for companies.  
 
Reducing methane emissions is important for three key reasons: 1) leaking methane 
can make natural gas worse than coal in terms of climate impact, thereby damaging 
companies’ reputations and social license to operate; 2) leaking, venting or burning 
gas that could have been sold represents lost value to the operator and the 
shareholder; 3) failing to control methane losses also creates regulatory, safety and 
health risks, as illustrated by the far-reaching impacts of the Aliso Canyon leak.6 
 
Global supply chains often create a minefield of risks for companies. The risks include: 
human rights abuses, the sourcing of illegal products, and environmental destruction. 
Deforestation is at the nexus of all three of these risks and can also result in 
companies contributing to species extinction, corruption, and massive greenhouse 
gas emissions. Deforestation creates more GHG emissions than the global 
transportation sector.7 As a result, companies who use commodities produced in 
regions where deforestation is occurring need robust policies and management 
systems to ensure they are not responsible. Addressing deforestation risks helps 
companies to protect their reputations, ensure uninterrupted supplies and reduce 
regulatory and legal risks. Four of the riskiest commodities for driving deforestation 
are those derived from cattle, palm oil, soy, and timber.  
 
The sustainability reporting process, in all its forms -- stand-alone reports, web pages, 
and ESG elements integrated with financial reports -- underpins both environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) investing and management of ESG issues by firms. You 
cannot manage (or wisely invest in) what you cannot measure.  
 
In 2017, 82% of S&P 500 companies engaged in sustainability reporting according to 
the Governance & Accountability Institute.  Lack of ESG disclosure now contributes to 
poor scores for companies on leading mainstream investment platforms offered by 
Bloomberg, Google Finance, Morningstar, Moody’s, MSCI, and Yahoo Finance.  
 
Numerous studies link strong ESG performance with strong financial performance. 
Partly as a result, more than 1 in 5 dollars invested in U.S. markets are linked with some 
type of ESG investing.8  
 
Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock, wrote in his 2018 letter to CEOs: “To prosper over time, 
every company must not only deliver financial performance, but also show how it 
makes a positive contribution to society. Companies must benefit all of their 
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stakeholders, including shareholders, employees, customers, and the communities in 
which they operate.”9 Companies need strategies, policies, goals, metrics and robust 
disclosure to realize and demonstrate benefits to their stakeholders.  All five of are 
critical elements of the sustainability reporting process.   
 
The following memos elucidate the themes above and cover several other key ESG 
issues as well.  Each memo represents a chance for shareholders of the featured 
companies to encourage sensible risk disclosure and mitigation.  These are the kinds 
of actions backed by over 1,400 institutional investor signatories of the Principles of 
Responsible Investing (PRI), who collectively manage more than $60 trillion. 
 
 

To see details of these and other climate- and ESG-related shareholder proposals, 
please visit: https://engagements.ceres.org. 
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AES (AES) 
Proposal 5: Report on 2° analysis and 
strategy 
 
 
 
 
Mercy Investment Services, Inc. 
Mary Minette, Director of Shareholder Advocacy 
mminette@mercyinvestments.org 
 
 
Summary 

• AES’ current and short-term business plans rely heavily on fossil fuel 
generation and expose the company to the risk that their generation assets 
may become stranded, as policies and markets move to support low-carbon 
power generation.  
 

• The company’s disclosures to date do not fulfill the request of the shareholder 
proposal because they do not test the long-term resilience of the company’s 
power generation portfolio and planned capital expenditures against a 
scenario or scenarios to limit global warming to an increase of no more than 2 
degrees over pre-industrial levels.  
 

• Two-degree scenario analysis will help AES to adapt its business model and 
capital allocation processes and better position the company for a low-carbon 
future.  
 

• Tools for scenario analysis are readily available and will help to reduce future 
financial risk.  

 
 
Resolution 
Shareholders request that AES, with board oversight, publish an assessment (at reasonable 
cost and omitting proprietary information) of the long-term impacts on the company’s 
portfolio, of public policies and technological advances that are consistent with limiting global 
warming to no more than two degrees Celsius over pre-industrial levels.  
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Rationale details 
 
1. AES is at risk due to its current business model.  
 
Heavy reliance on fossil fuel generation assets exposes AES to the risk that these 
assets may become devalued before the end of their useful life due to public policies 
put in place to keep temperatures below 2 degrees or market changes as low-carbon 
technologies such as wind, solar and energy storage become more affordable.  
 
The company’s 2016 Sustainability Report reflects a power generation mix that 
remains heavily reliant on fossil fuels, with coal making up 57% of its 2016 generation 
and natural gas making up 23%; renewable energy accounted for only 15.8% of 2016 
generation, although it makes up 22 percent of the company’s overall capacity.10 A 
close look at the company’s portfolio yields the information that much of its current 
renewable generation is hydropower11, which produces no carbon but carries climate 
change and reputational risks that make it a less desirable choice than other 
renewables. Although the company has announced plans to retire 4.5 GW, or 31%, of 
its coal-fired capacity by 202012, AES’ power generation will continue to depend on 
fossil fuels well into the future.  
 
In its 2016 10-K, AES acknowledges that the company’s greenhouse gas emissions 
present material risks to its business and that projects under construction and 
development will likely increase its emissions13. 
 
The company’s disclosures are not adequate to assure investors and markets that 
AES is planning for a low-carbon future.  
 
The company’s disclosures to date do not fulfill the request of the shareholder 
proposal because they do not test the long-term resilience of the company’s power 
generation portfolio against a scenario or scenarios to limit global warming to an 
increase of no more than 2 degrees over pre-industrial levels.  
 
In its 2016 “Strategy for Environmental Performance” and 2018 update, AES outlines 
short-term plans that include building more natural gas generation capacity, retiring 
and selling off coal plants, and investing in wind, solar and battery storage14. 
Disclosures indicate that the company continues to move in the direction of adding 
more renewable and less fossil fuel-based generation,15 but the company has not 
disclosed a longer-term strategy to reduce its reliance on fossil fuel generation nor 
any goals for reducing its greenhouse gas emissions.  
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In addition to these plans, CEO Andres Gluski announced in early 2017 that two large 
coal projects in India and the Philippines are “possibly” the company’s last coal 
projects.16 This statement was confirmed in the company’s recent environmental 
update; however, even if these are the company’s last coal plants, they represent a 
significant investment in generation assets that may not produce expected returns 
due to market and regulatory changes. The company’s 2017 purchase of sPower, an 
owner of utility-scale solar assets,17 and announcement of the Fluence battery storage 
joint venture with Siemens18 demonstrate the company’s short-term strategy toward 
lower-carbon generation. However, without long-term analysis that a 2-degree 
scenario report would provide, investors are unable to determine how or whether 
these business decisions correspond to an overall strategy to meet the demands of a 
2-degree world.  
 
Although AES discloses past reductions in the company’s overall carbon emissions 
and projects future short-term reductions,19 past performance without further detail 
about how the company plans to reduce emissions over the long term and in line with 
the below 2-degree objective of the Paris Agreement falls short of the analysis and 
disclosure requested by the shareholder proposal.  
 
Without additional details indicating that the company is setting long-term goals for 
emissions reductions, using an internal price on carbon to inform decision-making, or 
testing the company’s short- and long-term business plans and capital expenditures 
against different scenarios designed to reach a 2-degree goal, investors lack critical 
information about the company’s ability to manage their business to meet regulatory, 
technological and market challenges.  
 
Two-degree scenario analysis will help AES to adapt its business model and 
capital allocation processes and better position the company for a low-carbon 
future.  
 
Robust scenario analysis is increasingly critical in the rapidly changing regulatory and 
technological world in which AES operates.  
 
In June 2017, the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) of the 
G20’s Financial Stability Board released guidelines for climate-related disclosures in 
financial filings.20 The TCFD framework includes recommendations that relate to the 
way firms consider the impact of climate change on their governance, risk 
management, and strategy and sets out metrics and scenarios firms should consider 
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disclosing. The TCFD guidelines recommend that all companies “describe the 
potential impact of different scenarios, including a 2°C scenario, on the organization’s 
businesses, strategy, and financial planning” but also includes more specific 
guidance for companies in the oil and gas, coal, and electric utilities sectors due to 
the unique vulnerabilities of these industries.  
 
While we are interested to see the types of actions that AES is undertaking to address 
climate change across its different business units, our shareholder proposal asks not 
for actions taken but rather for ways in which the company is incorporating different 
climate change scenarios into its strategic planning for future actions. Global energy 
companies are increasingly using this type of scenario analysis to identify both 
vulnerabilities and opportunities for their business and to reassure investors and 
markets that they are poised to manage and take advantage of both.  
 
In 2017, U.K. utility Scottish and Southern Company issued a scenario report outlining 
its strategy for aligning with the 2-degree goals of the Paris Agreement;21 following 
2017 majority vote on a 2-degree resolution, U.S. utility PPL also issued a report;22 and 
Duke Energy announced in January 2018 that it will issue a 2-degree scenario report 
this spring in response to a 2017 request from shareholders.23 Other U.S. utilities have 
issued long-term strategies to reduce their carbon emissions significantly, including 
both near-, medium- and long-term goals, including Xcel Energy,24 AEP,25 and DTE.26 In 
addition, an increasing number of oil and gas companies, including Statoil,27 Total,28 
Chevron,29 Marathon Petroleum Corporation30 and most recently ExxonMobil31 have 
issued 2-degree scenario reports.  
 
The company’s peers are providing goals and strategies that indicate to investors that 
they are planning for a 2-degree world. As a global energy provider, AES needs to 
adjust its strategy to compete in the new market dynamics being created by this 
energy transition.  
 
Tools to implement scenario analysis are readily available and will help to manage 
the company’s future risk.  
 
The scenario analysis requested in the shareholder proposal could help to prevent 
potentially costly mistakes in future plans and capital allocation decisions. In addition, 
numerous tools and examples exist to aid the company in carrying out a 2-degree 
scenario analysis within existing strategic planning processes.  
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Utilities such as AES make frequent decisions allocating significant capital to assets 
with 30- to 40-year lifespans, and regulated utilities are routinely required to develop 
reports on their future generation plans that extend well into the future. TCFD 
recommends scenario analysis to “allow an organization to explore and develop an 
understanding of how the physical and transition risks and opportunities of climate 
change might impact the business over time.”32 The task force also issued a technical 
report to help guide companies in carrying out scenario analysis.33 
 
In November 2016, the U.S. government released a Mid-Century Strategy for Deep 
Decarbonization,34 which outlines several approaches by which the U.S. could achieve 
greenhouse gas reductions of 80 percent or more by 2050. The report highlights ways 
that the entire energy system can transition to low-carbon resources and provides 
multiple scenarios by which the U.S. could decarbonize the electric system by 2050, 
which can inform any 2-degree scenario analysis by AES.  
 
Investors need information to understand how capital allocation decisions are being 
made and how those decisions may impact the future value of our holdings. 
Assessing the resilience of the company’s existing portfolio and planned capital 
projects against a scenario (or scenarios) consistent with achieving the 2-degree 
target will provide AES and its investors with valuable information about the viability of 
company assets and important information for strategic planning.  
 
Conclusion  
 
Climate change and various responses to it create fundamental risks to AES, its 
operations, and its profitability. While AES explicitly acknowledges that multiple 
energy and climate policies could have material adverse impacts on the company, it 
does not provide any further disclosure needed by investors to inform decision-
making. Accordingly, investors are encouraged to vote “FOR” this important request 
for enhanced disclosure. 
 
 
 
 

Mercy Investment Services, Inc. recommends a vote “FOR” the shareholder 
resolution described below. The proposal was filed by Mercy and will appear on 

AES Corporation’s (AES) proxy ballot and be voted on at AES’ Annual Meeting. 
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Noble (NBL) 
Proposal 4: Report on 2° analysis 
and strategy 
 
 
 
Presbyterian Church, USA 
Rob Fohr  
rob.fohr@pcusa.org 
 
 
Summary 
 
A growing number of energy companies are providing investors with information 
about how they will address the energy transition by incorporating scenario analysis 
into their strategic planning and capital allocation processes. In addition to growing 
investor support for this analysis, an industry-led, global task force, the Taskforce on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD), convened at the request of the G20 by 
the Financial Stability Board, has also endorsed the use of scenario analysis as a 
critical risk management tool. The TCFD published implementation guidance and a 
technical supplement to help companies conduct scenario analyses. Failing to adopt 
this common-sense measure puts Noble Energy at a disadvantage and increases the 
risks that Noble Energy will not adequately adapt to meet the changing markets.  
 

1. Noble Energy’s current business plans rely upon forecasts of demand growth 
and oil prices that are threatened by technology advances, policies related to 
carbon restrictions, and shifts in demand. 
 

2. The company’s disclosures to date do not adequately inform investors about 
the financial risks associated with continued investments in high cost, long-
lived projects and reserves and the potential for stranded assets under lower 
demand scenarios. 
 

3. Conducting two-degree scenario analysis will provide Noble Energy’s 
management, directors, and investors with critical tools to manage risk and 
adapt its business strategies and capital expenditures to be resilient under a 
variety of scenarios.  
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Resolution 
 
Shareholders request that by 2019, Noble Energy publish, with board oversight, an 
assessment of the long-term portfolio impacts of scenarios consistent with the 
internationally recognized goal of limiting the global increase in temperature to 2 degrees 
Celsius. The assessment should outline the impacts of multiple, fluctuating demand and 
price scenarios on the company’s existing reserves and resource portfolio and explain how 
capital planning and business strategies incorporate analyses of the financial risks of a low-
carbon transition. The report should be done at reasonable cost and omit proprietary 
information. 
 
 
Rationale details 
 
Noble Energy’s current business plans rely upon forecasts of demand growth and 
oil prices that are threatened by technology advances, policies related to carbon 
restrictions, and shifts in demand. 
 
Noble Energy is a global exploration and production company and is exposed to 
global trends, policies, and risks. Noble Energy continues its shift toward onshore 
development for 2018, but Noble Energy indicates that it will continue to rely upon 
long-cycle, offshore exploration and development for a substantial portion of its 
growth, particularly through Leviathan field development.35 Such long-cycle 
investments are particularly exposed to the risks associated with the energy 
transition toward a lower carbon economy which is being driven by advances in 
technology, policies related to reducing greenhouse gas emissions in line with the 
Paris Agreement target of limiting global average temperature rise to less than two 
degrees, and shifts in demand. Even in the short term, the volatility of commodity 
prices puts Noble Energy at risk of additional impairments and write-offs, as the 
company has acknowledged in its most recent financial statements. 
 
These risks are not speculative. Noble Energy itself recognizes that: “Markets and 
prices for crude oil, natural gas and NGLs depend on factors beyond our control, 
factors including. . . new technologies that promote fuel efficiency and reduce energy 
consumption;. . . the price and availability of alternative fuels, including coal, solar, 
wind, nuclear energy and biofuels;. . . domestic and foreign governmental regulations 
and taxes.”36 These factors are among those risks identified by the shareholder 
proposal as having the potential to result in adverse financial impacts to the company 
unless they are adequately assessed, quantified, and managed. In addition, Noble 
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Energy explicitly acknowledges in its annual report to the United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission that under the International Energy Agency’s 450 scenario (a 
scenario intended to illustrate a pathway to achieving the two-degree target), global 
oil demand would peak by 2020 and experience an accelerated decline by the late 
2020s.37  Notably, Noble Energy admits that such a decline in demand would 
“negatively impact commodity prices as well as our ability to explore for and develop 
our crude oil and natural gas resources.”38 
 
Noble Energy’s opposition statement includes doubts about whether the Paris 
Agreement and global action on climate change will move forward. Despite this, many 
of Noble Energy’s peers and competitors recognize that nations with high levels of 
projected demand growth under the IEA New Policies scenario are decidedly moving 
forward with actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and invest in low-carbon 
technologies—and are doing so regardless of the position taken by the United States. 
For example, China is investing $361 billion in renewable energy by 202039 and is 
already on track to meet its commitments under the Paris Agreement ahead of 
schedule.40 Furthermore, top executives at Shell and BP have warned that demand 
could peak far earlier than previously expected.41 Shell, in particular, is making plans 
and undergoing some changes to be in a better position for a low-carbon future.42 
 
Implementation of climate policies and regulations sufficient to meet the two-degree 
target established by the Paris Agreement or continued advances in alternative 
technologies such as solar, wind, batteries and electric vehicles could result in levels 
of oversupply and price declines like those that caused the current downturn. 
However, Noble Energy is failing to adequately assess and consider this risk. For 
example, Barclays estimated that $33 trillion in fossil fuel revenues are at risk through 
2040 if the two-degree target is achieved.43 Noble Energy not only has the capability 
but an obligation to quantify the financial risks it faces under this scenario. Indeed, 
Noble Energy indicates it has conducted some level of this analysis internally, but has 
not disclosed any information about the results to its investors.44 Unfortunately, the 
company’s current disclosures make no attempts to quantify the potential magnitude 
of this risk. 
 
The company’s disclosures to date do not adequately inform investors about the 
financial risks associated with continued investments in high cost, long-lived 
projects and reserves and the potential for stranded assets under lower demand 
scenarios. 
 
Noble Energy has inadequate disclosure on this issue, and a substantial portion of its 
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investors voted FOR this disclosure in 2017. Using the Securities and Exchange 
Commission’s method for calculating votes (that is, excluding abstentions), 24 
percent of investors casting votes supported this resolution. Although Noble Energy 
admitted the significance of the potential risk and touts the company’s annual reports 
to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) in its opposition statement, a review of the 
company’s responses shows that Noble Energy has not provided any analysis of the 
impacts of a two-degree scenario on its assets. The CDP rated Noble Energy’s 2017 
disclosures as garnering only a C grade. Further although the Carbon Disclosure 
Project’s supplemental oil and gas questionnaire provides an opportunity for 
companies to demonstrate the resilience of their portfolios by including the average 
breakeven cost of current production used in estimation of proven reserves, Noble 
Energy declined to do so.45 Nowhere in its financial filings or in its sustainability 
reporting does Noble Energy conduct the analysis requested by this shareholder 
proposal. More detailed disclosures evaluating the impacts of achieving the two-
degree scenario would provide the company and its investors with valuable 
information necessary to assess financial risks. 
 
Conducting two-degree scenario analysis will provide Noble Energy’s 
management, directors, and investors with critical tools to manage risk and adapt 
its business strategies and capital expenditures to be resilient under a variety of 
scenarios.  
 
Two-degree scenario analysis is now recognized as an important foundation for 
credible, decision-useful climate disclosures. In December 2015, at the direction of the 
G20, the Financial Stability Board established a Task Force on Climate Related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD). The Task Force was charged with developing 
recommendations for “consistent climate-related financial disclosures that would be 
useful to investors, lenders, and insurance underwriters in understanding material 
risks.”46 It drew on the experience of its 32 global members from the financial industry 
and the non-financial industry, including members from the oil and gas industry. In 
developing its recommendations, the Task Force conducted extensive interviews and 
provided for comment through a public consultation. Of respondents, 96 percent 
indicated that scenario analysis is a key component of disclosure. The Task Force 
explicitly recommended that all companies “describe the potential impact of different 
scenarios, including a two-degree scenario, on the organization’s businesses, 
strategy, and financial planning,” but also includes more specific guidance for 
companies in the oil and gas, coal, and electric utilities sectors due to the unique 
vulnerabilities of these industries.47 Leading asset managers such as State Street 
Global Asset Managers and BlackRock have issued statements and reports 
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highlighting the importance of managing climate risk, and Moody’s has indicated that 
they will begin to employ scenario analysis in their credit ratings methodologies.48 In 
January 2018, Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock, declared that if a company does not 
positively contribute to society, it could risk losing BlackRock’s support.49  

There are adequate publicly available resources and guidance to allow Noble Energy 
to conduct such analysis without incurring an undue expense. The Task Force 
provided a detailed Technical Supplement to guide companies in developing scenario 
analysis, Ceres commissioned industry expert Amy Myers Jaffe to develop a 
framework for conducting two-degree scenario analysis,50 and many industry 
consultants are familiar with scenario analysis. There is also substantial information 
available by reviewing the reports of peers and competitors. The number of oil and 
gas companies conducting two-degree scenario analysis and the quality of those 
analyses has grown significantly since 2015. Numerous companies, including 
ConocoPhillips, Statoil, BHP Billiton, and Total have endorsed, conducted and 
released some level of detail regarding their two-degree scenario analysis.51 Shell and 
BP have disclosed additional scenarios that are beginning to approach the lower 
levels of demand consistent with achieving a two-degree scenario.52 Occidental 
Petroleum is moving toward releasing enhanced disclosure later in 2018, and Pioneer 
Natural Resources included two-degree scenario analysis in their sustainability report 
released in December 2017.53 Conducting an analysis of the proposed and potential 
pathways for achieving the two-degree target will provide Noble Energy and its 
investors with valuable information about the costs and financial risks associated with 
investing in particular types of reserves and resources.  
 
Noble Energy has stated that, given the current market downturn, it is considering 
additional divestiture of assets and potential shifts and cuts to capital expenditures. 
Ensuring that the company’s decisions are informed by an analysis of how particular 
assets and projects would perform under a two-degree scenario is critical to 
managing risk for resilience under a variety of scenarios. Such an analysis is 
particularly important given that Noble Energy is making decisions about exploration 
and development strategies now that will be impacted by the implementation of 
climate policies, technology advances, and shifts in demand in the future.  
 
Conclusion: 
 
Leading financial market actors have endorsed the importance of two-degree 
scenario analysis. While Noble Energy explicitly acknowledges that multiple energy 
and climate policies, as well as technological advances and shifts in demand, could 
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have significant adverse impacts on the company, management does not provide 
sufficient information for investors to assess these profound risks. Accordingly, 
investors are encouraged to vote “FOR” this important request for enhanced 
disclosure.  
 
 
 
 
 

The Presbyterian Church U.S.A. and co-filers recommend a vote “FOR” Proxy 
Proposal 4, Stockholder Proposal on Climate Change. The Presbyterian Church 

U.S.A., Portico Benefit Services (Evangelical Lutheran Church in America), the Libra 
Fund of Rockefeller & Co. Inc., Mercy Investment Services, Praxis Mutual Funds of 

Everence Financial, As You Sow, and the Unitarian Universalist Association filed 
the proposal. The proposal will be voted on at the Annual Meeting of Noble Energy 

on April 24, 2018, 
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Coal ash 
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Ameren (AEE)  
Report on Coal Ash Risks 
 
 
 
 
Midwest Coalition for Responsible Investment 
Sr. Barbara Jennings, CSJ 
Midwest.coalition@yahoo.com 
 
 
Resolution 
Shareholders request that the Board prepare a complete report on the company’s efforts, 
above and beyond current compliance, to identify and reduce environmental and health 
hazards associated with past, present and future handling of coal combustion residuals (coal 
ash), and how those efforts may reduce legal, reputational and financial risks to the company. 
This report should be available to shareholders within 6 months of the 2018 annual meeting, 
be prepared at reasonable cost, and omit confidential information such as proprietary data or 
legal strategy. 
 
 
Rationale details 
 
Background on this proposal 
In 2011 Shareholders proposed a similar report, more specifically on Coal Combustion 
Residuals (CCR) and their environmental and health hazards and how these may 
reduce the legal, reputational and other risks to the company’s finances and 
operations. That Resolution received a majority 53% of shareholder votes, not 
counting Abstentions. The 46.7% reported by the Company included Abstentions 
(Missouri Law). In 2012 a similar shareholder proposal received only 9.2% of the vote, 
possibly because Ameren paid thousands of dollars to Laurel Hill Advisory Group to 
lead a campaign for a NO Vote. This proposal received 46.47% in 2017. In the past six 
years, the Company has not provided the information requested by the earlier 
resolution. While the Company has posted general information acknowledging water 
consumption by its power plants and some conservation efforts, the Company is still 
not forthcoming on the environmental and health hazards associated with its water 
quality impacts or the associated legal, reputation, and financial risks. The company’s 
limited posts do not address the items requested in the Report shareholders seek.  
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The Statement of Opposition continues to ignore UNSDG 6 which calls for reductions 
in water pollution; Ameren refuses to acknowledge potential liabilities arising from 
decades-long discharging of toxic metals into groundwater and the 
Missouri/Mississippi Basin. The Statement of Opposition makes no mention of the 
high levels of arsenic and other pollutants contaminating the groundwater at the 
Company’s ash ponds. The Statement of Opposition ignores the long-term liabilities 
resulting from closing the ponds by allowing them to continue leaking toxic 
contaminants into the groundwater and adjacent Rivers indefinitely into the future.  
 
Our Rebuttal is divided into two categories: CCR (Coal Ash) Handling and CDP Water 
2017. The 2017 CSR and the EPA-required CCR Rule Reports were published after our 
Proposal was submitted on November 10, 2017; but we have incorporated these in our 
comments below.  
 
RATIONALE for a ‘YES’ VOTE regarding CCR HANDLING:  

I. Ameren’s ash disposal practices expose the company to significant 
financial and regulatory risks.  

II. Ameren’s public disclosure on this issue is insufficient. While the Company 
has posted limited information regarding its ash ponds, including some 
groundwater contamination data required by EPA regulations, it has not 
provided the information requested in the proposal: 
a. Ameren posted required closure plans for the coal ash ponds at its four 

coal-fired power plants. Ameren intends to close all of its ponds by 
leaving the coal ash in place, rather than using the more protective clean 
closure option. Ameren’s closure plan fails to note that the ponds were 
dug deep into the ground and are essentially sitting in groundwater, all 
of them lacking bottom liners. Most of the ponds have no bottom liner at 
all; a few ponds have liners that do not meet current standards and are 
therefore deemed to be unlined. Ameren’s closure plan fails to address 
the risk that coal ash will continue to leak out of these unlined ponds into 
groundwater and the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers indefinitely into the 
future. This is a significant risk of which shareholders should be aware. 
Ameren’s closure reports do not include the information requested by 
shareholders regarding the Company’s efforts to go beyond compliance 
to reduce legal, reputational, and financial risks. 

b. In February 2018, Ameren posted its first set of groundwater data for ash 
ponds and landfills at its four Missouri plants. The data revealed 
concentrations of arsenic, which is highly toxic, at levels more than 25 
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times higher than the federal drinking water standard. They also reveal 
levels of boron and sulfate, which Ameren itself has described as “the 
primary indicator parameters for coal ash leachate, many, many times 
higher than state drinking water and groundwater standards.” Ameren’s 
response to these data is not to clean up the contamination, or even to 
study further the extent to which it has migrated from the ash ponds, but 
instead to hire a consultant to produce reports stating that 
contaminated groundwater is not a problem because humans are not 
drinking the groundwater at those locations and the contamination 
becomes diluted when it enters the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. 
None of the documents Ameren cites in its Opposition Statement 
acknowledges the considerable risks that the plant’s neighbors 
including those who rely on groundwater for drinking water, the public, 
and regulators- currently and into the future- will agree that Ameren has 
the right to pollute groundwater, as well as the Mississippi and Missouri 
Rivers, with impunity.  

c. Ameren states the percentage of its ash that is reused or “beneficially 
used.” Ameren does not describe the uses of its coal ash that it 
considers to be “beneficial”; nor does it indicate that the many uses that 
have been allowed in Missouri are prohibited by federal regulations and 
could pose contamination risks. The requested report would identify 
risks associated with the Company’s beneficial use activities and any 
efforts to reduce such risks.  

d. The 2017 CSR contains generalizations rather than meaningful 
information. For example: 

i. The company claims “We have decades of experience managing 
coal ash in a safe and environmentally responsible way.” In fact, 
Ameren has decades of experience disposing of coal ash in 
leaking, unlined ash ponds, alongside the Missouri and 
Mississippi rivers, and failing to conduct groundwater monitoring. 
The page in the 2017 CSR devoted to “Water Conservation and 
quality” continues to provide similar generalizations and outdated 
links to government data with no specific information regarding 
Ameren’s water impacts.54 

ii. The 2017 CSR claims as a “success” for water conservation and 
quality “developing an effective plan of action in response to the 
EPA’S revised effluent guidelines for the steam electric power 
sector.” In fact, as the Company again fails to note, Ameren’s 
“effective plan” is suing the EPA to seek a rollback of these 
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regulations limiting its power plants’ discharge of coal waste 
pollution. (UE Company (d/b/a Ameren MO) and Utility Water Act 
Group v EPA, No. 15-3658, November 19, 2015 8th Circuit, and No. 
15-60821, 5th Circuit)  

e. Contrary to claims in Ameren’s Opposition Statement, its SEC filings nor 
2017 IRP nor 2017 CSR contain no meaningful information regarding 
potential liabilities associated with leaking ash ponds contaminating 
groundwater indefinitely at all of its Missouri plants. The SEC filings 
provide aggregate cost estimates for various environmental compliance 
items, including but not limited to CCR compliance. Apart from the fact 
that CCR costs are not specified, the filings lack any identifiable estimate 
of liabilities associated with potential claims 

 
RATIONAL FOR A ‘YES’ VOTE regarding CDP Water 2017:  
Ameren’s 2017 CDP Water Report is Inadequate. The Statement of Opposition 
continues to generalize the Company’s CDP Water 2017 Report although the Proposal 
calls for further disclosure of comprehensive financial and legal data regarding CCR 
spills, leaks, river contamination, supply chain, and water quality.  
 
The company’s 2017 report to CDP Water again received a B for responding to most 
questions with a YES or NO but leaving critical questions unanswered or providing 
vague entries that provide shareholders very little concrete information, especially in 
the area of supply chain water risks, water quality impacts, and management. Despite 
answering the CDP WATER questionnaires since 2008, the Company has made little 
progress in its disclosure or changes in the management of its water practices.  
 

• Substantive inadequacies in Ameren’s CDP WATER 2017: (number references 
are from CDP WATER 2017): 

o 2.3, 2.6 Water Risk Assessments. Ameren belongs to the Missouri River 
Recovery Implementation Committee Advisory Group, but does not 
disclose its specific role or how it has influenced progress in abating 
Missouri River pollution and aid for endangered species. The answers 
are essentially the same as 2016.  

o 8.1b Describe water qualitative goals. There are no goals listed for 
improving water quality; “recent changes in environmental regulations 
enable Ameren to reduce water intensity.” Intensity does not refer to 
quality.  
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Supply Chain Risks. There is lack of recognition of the water stress in its supply chain 
as required by CDP. In December 2014, CDP Water Reported: “Ameren should look at 
requiring key suppliers to report on water use, risks and management, and factor 
such suppliers into water risk assessments.” (Power Generation Utilities: Navigating 
Global Water Risk, CDP and Morgan Stanley, p 35) 
 

• 2.6, 3.2 The Company continues to list only the Powder River Basin, a water-
scarce area, as its major supplier of coal; coal mining in itself consumes 1% of 
all global fresh water as of 2014. Natural gas is also a supplier that carries water 
contamination risks but natural gas is ignored. (Coal is 70.1% of Ameren’s 
energy supply and natural gas 29.2% according to Bloomberg Intelligence ESG 
Industry Primer, 2017).  

• 1.3a Two of Its peer companies who received A Ratings from CDP Water 
reported 40 environmental criteria for supply chain, including natural gas; one 
company was also specific in listing Tier One and Tier Two suppliers.  

• 1.3a Ameren does not recognize other supply chain items such as poles, wires, 
steel, metals, IT equipment and how these items are also dependent on global 
water quantity and quality. All companies belong to the Electric Utility 
Sustainability Supply Chain Alliance, A companies report further efforts beyond 
the capacity of this Alliance.  

• 6.3a Ameren’s Water Policy, instituted in 2013, is as follows: “Ameren is 
committed to protecting all natural resources, including water. Though our 
facilities are geographically situated in an area of ample water supply, all 
divisions with Ameren Corporation will take in to consideration the impact of 
our operations on both water quality and use.” There is no data or information 
on HOW this Policy will actually affect their ‘consideration,’ decisions or their 
impacts on quality of water. While the company emphasizes the abundance of 
water and how water beneficially impacts the Company, it provides nothing on 
how the Company impacts the quality of waters of the Great Mississippi Basin.  

• Ameren is indeed located in an area of ample water supply but has not 
produced evidence it is planning for floods/droughts that will intensify with 
climate change. Ameren did not provide scenarios to CDP WATER 2017 on 
impacts of flooding/droughts although it consistently lists these risks in its 
“Forward Looking Statements.” (10k 2015, 2016, 2017) It is notable that in 2018 10k, 
floods and droughts are not specifically mentioned; only “the impact of weather 
conditions and other natural phenomena…”  

• CDP Water 3.2c: “If facilities would need to be closed due to lack of water 
availability, stranded costs issues for shareholders would arise and require 
regulatory approval for continued cost recovery.”  
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• In December 2015, Ameren might have had to close its Meramec plant, due to 
unusual winter flooding. (Impact News, Mehlville, MO 01/06/16) The CDP Water 
2017 report does not mention this information. 

 
Comparison/Contrasts with Ameren’s A-rated CDP WATER Peers; two utility 
corporations which were rated A are listed first, Ameren second: 

• 2.5 A companies evaluate water risks through WBCSD/WRI, local groups, 
Electric Power Research Institute, specific data tools, environmental studies; 
Ameren adds only EPRI and DEG Water Risk Filter to WBCSD/WRI source. MSCI 
continues to list Powder River Basin as a High Water Stress source. (MSCI 
Utilities Industry Report, 03, 2017) 

• 2.6c A companies disclose Stakeholder conflicts, compliance issues, 
verification, transparent scenario analyses; Ameren lists only compliance 
issues, no conflicts (despite 6 years of conflicts regarding Labadie Land Fill) 
and no scenario analyses or data on stakeholder meetings.  

• 6.2a How has water positively impacted business strategy?: A Companies 
report active flood/drought task forces, working with DOE task force, a climate 
resilience task force, and $ spend. Ameren reports money spent on developing 
and implementing energy efficiency programs which reduced generation and 
associated water use. It also reports that beneficial use of 168,094 tons of fly 
ash in 2017 resulted in substantial savings of water used to convey ash to 
ponds.  
Shareholders argue that these actions are expected in light of compliance with 
energy efficiency requirements and address the issue of water quantity only. 
The issues of water quality in discharges, “beneficial use,” supply chain of coal 
and/or natural gas, specific goals and targets are still not addressed. As noted 
above, (MEMO, P. 2)some examples of “beneficial use” of fly ash are against 
federal laws.  

• 2.6 – 2.7, 3.2.c Peer corporations listed specific Estimates and Scenarios of 
future water risks. Ameren provides no Scenarios; but elsewhere admits that if 
facilities would need to close due to lack of water availability, “stranded costs 
for shareholders would arise and require regulatory approval for continued 
cost recovery.” (3.2c) “the impact of weather conditions and other natural 
phenomena on us and our customers, including the impact of system outages, 
etc.” are material risks.…..) (10k, p. 5, 02/16/18) 

• 3.2a A companies reported substantial change in Business due to Water and 
Climate Change: Environmental Impact, reliance on barge delivery, water 
reserves; Ameren listed NPDES, EPA and CWA regulations, and capital 
expenditures that may be required for new regulations.  
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• 3.2f A companies agreed there are risks in their Supply Chain, especially if from 
non-domestic sources; Ameren has taken preliminary steps to identify 
benchmarks in their supply chain: USA (and non-USA procurement?), improved 
metrics, and tracking progress. This is commendable.  

• 6.2a- 6.2b A companies listed specifics on the Influence of water on business 
strategy. A companies listed 47 studies in re-licensing beyond compliance, 
coding 7% of supplier evaluation on water use; A companies disclosed 
spending on water.  
In 2016, Ameren spent $109.8m to develop and implement energy efficiency 
programs which saved 504,000 MWh of generation and associated water use 
of 168, 094 tons of fly ash; that is commendable but contains no data on the 
quality of the water saved.  

• 7.1 List penalties, fines, enforcement orders for breaches of abstraction 
licenses, discharge consents, or other water and wastewater related 
regulations. A companies disclosed two plants where compliance is a problem; 
Ameren answered NO, but is still operating two plants with expired permits 
since 2005 and 2009. (See End Note #1 below)  

• 8.1b Describe qualitative goals and your progress in reaching these. A 
companies listed data such as a subsidiary that sells solar with free offers of 
water-saving devices, specific donations for rehabilitating grasses, specific 
contributions to fish, pollinator gardens, etc.; Ameren presented “no coherent 
measure of success, completion, or when Goal is expected to be achieved,” but 
did add a general goal to reduce water intensity (CDP Water Interview, 
MCRI/ICCR, October 2016; No additional specificity in 2017) Ameren belongs to 
Missouri River Recovery and other environmental groups, but reports no 
specific contributions or successes in CDP.  

• 9.1a Describe the linkages or trade-offs and the related management policy or 
action. A companies disclosed several linkages and trade-offs to 
environmental Issues such as increased expense of water permit conditions 
related to closed cycle cooling towers, increased energy required at 
coal/gas/oil power production facilities (except nuclear) to comply with 
CCR/Effluent Limitations Guidelines (ELG). 

• Ameren listed two trade-offs; its 2015 5.7MW Solar Park and CCR/ELG 
compliance costs resulting in raised customer rates.  

• MSCI Data Metrics Report, October 25, 2017, lists Ameren as Average 51st 
percentile in Water Stress, with a minimum capacity to manage its risks. 
“Overall, the company’s programs to manage and reduce water consumption 
appear to be minimal.” The Biodiversity and Land Use (relevant to Water Quality 
and legacy Coal Combustion Residuals) score is 2.2, the bottom quartile. 
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“Ameren’s exposure to litigation costs, loss of license due to negative impact 
on ecosystems is determined to be moderate. The company has minimal 
capacity to manage these relevant risks.” (MSCI, 10/25/17, IVA; MSCI Utilities 
Industry Report, 03/2017)  

 
Conclusion  
Neither the 2017 CSR nor Ameren’s SEC filings nor its website nor its CDP WATER 
2017 document satisfy the Resolution’s request for a complete report and 
verification above and beyond compliance. Recognition of the Company’s impacts 
on the quality of water released into the Great Mississippi River Basin is not 
disclosed.  
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Deforestation  
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Bunge (BG)  
Report on Supply Chain Deforestation Impacts 
 
 
 
 
Green Century Capital Management 
Marissa LaFave 
617-482-0800 
mlafave@greencentury.com 
 
 
Summary 
 

1. Potential loss of market access: Current and potential Bunge purchasers are 
demanding stronger no-deforestation commitments and may shift purchasing habits 
if suppliers cannot comply. For example, over 60 companies including Nestle, Kellogg 
and Unilever have called on producers to halt deforestation in the Cerrado region of 
Brazil. However, a recent report found that Bunge continues to source from deforested 
regions of the Cerrado.  

2. Reputational damage and loss of goodwill: Public pressure on Bunge to implement 
stronger no-deforestation policies and reporting across all forest-risk commodity 
supply chains is building. For example, a recent report linked Bunge’s soy supply chain 
with deforestation in Brazil, and a widely circulated article by The New York Times last 
year linked Bunge to 1.4 million acres of deforestation between 2011 and 2015. As 
information like this becomes increasingly accessible to investors and consumers, 
Bunge’s risk is significantly heightened.  

3. Competitive risk: Several major agricultural commodity traders have implemented 
more robust no-deforestation policies and/or reporting regarding forest-risk 
commodities beyond palm oil, surpassing Bunge’s actions and disclosure, creating 
competitive pressure within a restricted industry.  

4. Insufficient policy and disclosure in non-palm forest-risk commodity supply chains: 
Over 38% of Bunge’s total global assets are located in Brazil, mainly linked to soy. Bunge 
is a top soy trader in Brazil’s Piaui state, located in the country’s Cerrado region, which 
is currently facing high rates of deforestation. However, Bunge’s non-deforestation 
policy regarding non-palm commodities, including soy, lags the Company’s palm oil 
policy and is insufficient to properly address risks and meet purchaser and investor 
expectations. 
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Resolution 
 
Shareholders request that Bunge report to shareholders, at reasonable expense and 
excluding proprietary information, providing quantitative metrics on supply chain impacts on 
deforestation, including progress on time-bound goals for reducing such impacts.  
 
Supporting Statement: Proponents believe meaningful indicators in such reports would 
include: 

• Evidence of proactive implementation efforts, such as a time-bound traceability 
commitment for volumes sourced from third parties and improved sanctioning 
mechanisms and non-compliance protocols; 

• An assessment of reputational, market and operational risks facing Bunge in relation 
to supply chain and operational impacts on legally permissible forms of land 
conversion; and 

• A commitment to work towards implementing third-party verification programs and 
stakeholder initiatives to achieve compliance with the Company’s policy. 

 
 
Rationale details 
 
Background: deforestation, Brazil, and Bunge 
 
Deforestation is a leading driver of many of the most pressing sustainability issues 
facing our global economy today, including climate change, soil erosion, biodiversity 
loss, shifting rainfall patterns, and social conflicts. Agriculture, including deforestation, 
was responsible for 19 to 29% of global greenhouse gas emissions in 2010, second only 
to the energy sector. Commercial agriculture drives at least two-thirds of tropical 
deforestation, linked to four main commodities: palm, soy, timber and pulp, and cattle.  
 
A majority of soy-driven tropical deforestation occurs in Brazil. There is currently 
immense investor, purchaser, consumer, and other stakeholder focus on Brazil’s 
Cerrado region, where high rates of deforestation are being discovered in relation to 
commercial agriculture. Between 2010 and 2017, 123,917 hectares of forest were cleared 
for soy cultivation expansion in the Cerrado region.  
 
Bunge is among the largest players in Brazil’s soy supply chain, where over 38% of the 
Company’s total global assets are located. It is the leading soy trader in Piaui, a state 
within Brazil’s Cerrado region, where it holds a market share between 45 and 80%. In 
2017, Bunge invested $90 million USD to increase its processing capacity in Piaui. 
Despite Bunge’s public non-deforestation commitment, Bunge continues to source 
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from legally deforested farms. Two of Bunge’s major soy suppliers have deforested 
19,683 hectares of native vegetation in Piaui between 2011 and 2017.  
 
Bunge has two separate no-deforestation policies, one specific to palm oil sourcing 
and one pertaining to all other agricultural commodities linked to deforestation, 
including soy. The non-palm policy commits to eliminating deforestation from the 
Company’s agricultural supply chains worldwide by 2020 to 2025. If the company is 
unable to reach this goal, or fails to adequately strengthen and report on its 
commitment and progress, it could risk its commercial relationships with purchasers 
that have committed to stong no-deforestation policies themselves.   
 
Potential loss of market access 
 
Purchasers are demanding strong no-deforestation commitments and may shift 
purchasing habits if suppliers cannot comply. If Bunge continues to source from 
deforested areas of Brazil, the Company will risk meeting its public commitments.  

• In September of 2017, a coalition of environmental organizations published the 
Cerrado Manifesto calling for immediate private sector action to stop 
deforestation in the Cerrado biome. As of January 2018, 61 of the world’s largest 
food companies, including current and potential Bunge purchasers such as 
Nestle, Kellogg and Unilever, have publicly supported the objectives of the 
Cerrado Manifesto.  

• Many of the large soy consuming companies are members of the Consumer 
Goods Forum and have committed themselves to zero net deforestation in their 
supply chains by 2020. Large soy consumers are increasingly addressing the 
issue of Cerrado deforestation, and may shift purchasing habits to ensure they 
can meet their own commitments.  

• A recent report found that Bunge continues to source from deforested regions 
of the Cerrado. In fact, two of Bunge’s major soy suppliers, SLC Agricola and 
BrasilAgro, deforested 19,683 hectares of native vegetation in this region from 
2011 to 2017. 

 
Deforestation is one of the leading contributors to global climate change which 
threatens the reliability of Bunge’s supply chain.  

• Deforestation is responsible for 17% of global anthropogenic greenhouse gas 
emissions. Tropical forests are especially critical to mitigating excess carbon in 
the atmosphere, sequestering greater amounts of carbon than boreal or 
temperate forests. The act of razing forests to clear agricultural land involves the 
burning of forests and releases the stored carbon within the soil. 
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• Climate change and deforestation in tropical regions may result in periods of 
drought, heatwaves, and forest fires, all of which threaten the production of 
Bunge’s commodity supply. By neglecting to adopt adequate no-deforestation 
policies, Bunge risks disruptions within its supply chain.  

 
Reputational damage and loss of goodwill 
 
Concern regarding deforestation has been increasing, specifically aimed at Bunge.  

• A 2017 article in The New York Times linked Bunge to the deforestation of more 
than 1.4 million acres from 2011 to 2015. This was in direct comparison to Bunge’s 
competitor Cargill, which was linked to 321,000 acres of deforestation in the 
Cerrado between 2011 and 2015. Informed by increased satellite imaging and 
supply chain mapping, information like this is becoming increasingly accessible, 
leading to targeted concern by investors and consumers. 
 

Bunge has supported similar efforts to halt deforestation in key regions in the past.   
• Nearly one third of global deforestation has occurred in Brazil since 1988, 

prompting a number of nongovernmental organizations to wage international 
campaigns to raise awareness and pressure key companies, including Bunge, 
and the Brazilian government to act. As a result, major soy traders, including 
Bunge, signed on to the 2006 Brazilian Soy Moratorium to commit to not 
purchase soy grown on deforested land.  

 
Competitive risk 
 
Bunge’s commitments and transparency lag the efforts of several of its competitors, 
which could leave the Company with a competitive disadvantage.  

• The challenge of eliminating deforestation linked to agricultural commodity 
sourcing essentially falls on the four major commodity traders (the “ABCD”): 
ADM, Bunge, Cargill, and Louis Dreyfus. Among these, Bunge and Cargill are 
almost alone in driving vast deforestation linked to soy, as their competitors are 
not as directly linked to soy sourcing. 

• Bunge is not a signatory of the New York Declaration on Forests, a declaration 
that emerged from the 2014 United Nations Climate Summit calling for the end 
of global deforestation by 2030, unlike its peers Cargill and Wilmar International.   

• ADM has a no-deforestation policy specific to soy in which it details 
commitments, partnerships, and reporting to ensure its soy supply chain is free 
of deforestation through its third party suppliers. Cargill has committed to not 
purchasing soy from newly deforested lands, has pledged to eliminate 
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deforestation across all agricultural supply chains by 2030, and has 
implemented sustainable soy action plans within Brazil and Paraguay.  

 
Insufficient policy and disclosure in non-palm forest-risk commodity supply chains  
 
Bunge’s no-deforestation commitments and reporting within its non-palm supply 
chains are insufficient for the following reasons:  

• Bunge’s policy does not address legal deforestation, allowing the Company to 
continue sourcing commodities from legally deforested farms, despite its 
commitment to eliminate deforestation. Legal deforestation exposes the 
Company to the same operational business risks described in previous sections 
as illegal deforestation does.  

• Bunge lacks adequate supplier assurance mechanisms to ensure it can reach 
its stated goals. The company lacks transparency on its process for assessing 
and verifying supplier compliance with its policies, and its process for 
sanctioning non-compliant suppliers.  

• Bunge’s reporting on its non-palm no-deforestation efforts is insufficient to 
properly understand the Company’s progress in fulfilling its commitments, and 
lags its palm-related efforts. Though the Company publishes regular updates on 
its non-palm commodity supply chain, the metrics used make it difficult to 
understand and context the Company’s progress in relation to the entirety of its 
commodity supply chain and sourcing. This is in contrast to the Company’s 
reporting on palm oil, which is communicated in a separate dashboard that 
includes key quantitative metrics. This lack of adequate and useful reporting 
inhibits investor ability to properly assess risk. 

 
Conclusion 
 
Bunge is highly reliant on its Brazilian and soy-linked supply chains, yet the Company’s 
no-deforestation commitments regarding soy sourcing and its progress toward these 
commitments are lacking. As the leading soy trader in the highly sensitive Piaui state in 
Brazil’s Cerrado region, Bunge’s policies and operations have a major environmental 
and social impact. The Company continues to face immense pressure from its 
purchasers, consumer groups, the media, and the public to better manage its 
deforestation risks beyond its palm oil supply chain. By strengthening its policy to 
eliminate legal deforestation, adopting adequate supplier assurance mechanisms and 
non-compliant sanctioning mechanisms, and transparently reporting on its efforts and 
progress, Bunge could mitigate market and reputational risks related to deforestation 
in its supply chain.  
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The Green Century Equity Fund and the New York State Common Retirement Fund 
seek your support for our shareholder proposal with Bunge Limited (“Bunge” or “the 
Company”) asking the Company to set time-bound goals to reduce supply chain 
impacts on deforestation and increase transparency, especially in regards to its soy 
supply chain. We believe taking such action would serve the long-term interests of the 
Company and its shareholders as well as reduce business risks including restricted 
market access, reputational damage, and loss of goodwill. 
 
 

We urge you to vote FOR this shareholder proposal with Bunge. 
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Energy solutions 
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Kroger (KR) 
Report on Renewable Energy Goals 
 
 
 
 
As  You Sow 
Lila Holzman 
lholzman@asyousow.org 
 
 
Summary  
 

The Kroger Company is the 3rd largest global retailer, exceeding $115 billion in 
revenue. Based on its 2017 Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) reporting, Kroger’s 
greenhouse gas emissions are larger than the emissions of nearly one hundred 
countries.55 Investors are concerned that Kroger is not adequately addressing its 
globally significant carbon emissions.  
 
To mitigate carbon risk, reduce costs, and add long-term value, a growing number of 
corporations are sourcing their own renewable energy; 128 of those companies have 
committed to move toward 100% renewable energy sourcing through the RE100 
initiative.56 In contrast to its peers, Kroger Corporation continues to make little forward 
progress in renewable energy adoption. This shareholder resolution requests that 
Kroger evaluate adoption of enterprise-wide, renewable energy targets to reduce its 
carbon risk.  
 

 

Resolution 
 
Shareholders request Kroger produce a report, with board oversight, assessing the climate 
change risk reduction benefits of adopting quantitative, time-bound, enterprise-wide targets 
for increasing its renewable energy sourcing. The report should be produced at reasonable 
cost and exclude proprietary information. 
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Rationale details 
 
 

Climate change poses risks to Kroger that remain insufficiently addressed; increasing 
renewable energy adoption will reduce those risks and benefit the company.   

 

Unlike many companies today, neither Kroger’s 2017 annual report, nor its proxy 
statement mention climate change, climate risk, or consider the risks related to its 
energy sourcing. In contrast, retailers like Walmart, Target,57 and Costco58 have 
recognized the material costs and risks of climate change to their businesses.  
 

Proactively managing carbon risk yields improved financial performance according to 
research from CDP—when corporations track, manage, and reduce carbon impacts, 
various financial indicators improve, including improved return on equity, stronger 
dividends, lower earnings volatility, reduced emissions, and reduced regulatory risk.59 
The same report identifies business benefits of carbon reduction through renewable 
power adoption, including power price certainty, responsiveness to customer 
demand for low carbon solutions, reduced overhead, and reduced regulatory 
uncertainty from climate change regulations likely to impact operations and/or future 
fossil fuel energy costs.  
 
It comes as no surprise that major brands including Whole Foods, GM, Coca-Cola, 
Walmart, Nestle, Nike, Johnson & Johnson, and Starbucks have made commitments 
toward 100% Renewable Energy.60 The Executive Chairman of Google, Eric Schmidt, 
explained: “Much of corporate America is buying renewable energy [...] not just to be 
sustainable, but because it makes business sense, helping companies diversify their 
power supply, hedge against fuel risks, and support innovation in an increasingly 
cost-competitive way.”61 
 

Kroger, which generates large carbon emissions, significantly trails its peers on 
reducing climate impacts and renewable energy adoption.  
                  

Although Kroger has made commendable energy efficiency improvements toward 
meeting a 40% energy consumption reduction goal by 2020 off a 2000 baseline, it 
nonetheless trails its peers on overall greenhouse gas emissions and renewable 
energy uptake. 
 

In recent years, Kroger’s competitor, Walmart, was able to decrease its overall 
emissions and lower its emissions per megawatt to 20% below that of Kroger while 
increasing the number of facility locations.62 Kroger, on the other hand, fares 
alarmingly poorly when considering its carbon intensity, which totals 32.2 metric tons 
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CO2e per 1,000 sq. ft.63 For direct comparison, Target recently reported a carbon 
intensity of 10.4 metric tons CO2e per 1,000 sq. ft—more than 3 times lower than 
Kroger’s carbon intensity.64  
 

With regard to renewable energy, Kroger falls further behind its peers. Walmart has 
made a commitment to source 100% of its power from renewables, joining 128 other 
companies65 including Whole Foods Market, Unilever, Coca-Cola, and Kellogg’s.66 
Kroger has made no such commitment and, as of spring 2017, had only introduced 
solar power at seven of its thousands of stores, plants, and distribution centers, and 
installed just two wind turbines.67 This is especially minimal compared to Target, 
which has solar installed on 35068 of its 1,82669 stores. 

Kroger fails to disclose information allowing shareholders to assess how, or whether, 
the Company is adequately addressing carbon risk or developing a renewable energy 
portfolio into the future.  

 

Kroger’s recent CDP reporting remains confusing and unclear, providing data with 
moving baselines and targets that, while appearing to be significant, actually 
encompass relatively small improvements. While any reduction effort by the 
Company is laudable, the Company’s “40%” energy reduction goal for 2020 
(announced in 2016) relies on an 18 year old baseline. Therefore, this goal as 
announced only implied a reduction of the Company’s energy use by 3%, in total, 
between 2016 and 2020, an anemic 0.75% a year.70 

Similarly, Kroger’s 2020 goal of improving transportation fuel efficiency by 20% is little 
different from business-as-usual given current fuel economy standards. Kroger’s 
improvement goal tracks federal emissions requirements that require a 20% increase 
in fuel efficiency of heavy vehicles by 2020.71 Kroger’s fuel efficiency goal appears to 
simply follow the Company’s vehicle replacement schedule.  

Furthermore, Kroger does not currently report any climate-related targets beyond 
2020.  

Finally, the Company’s reporting on renewable energy describes several individual 
renewable energy projects it has implemented, but does not provide a cohesive, 
enterprise-wide renewable energy adoption program or goal. Kroger also notes its 
use of renewable energy credits (RECs), landfill sourced LNG, and its single biogas 
digester system. The carbon offsets of these, while important, are still insignificant 
against the billions of pounds of carbon resulting from Kroger’s massive energy 
consumption.   

Consistently higher caliber reporting from Kroger would assist shareholders in 
understanding the impact of its carbon reduction measures and in comparing them 
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to other retail competitors. In both 2016 and 2017, rather than providing clear future-
oriented reduction goals, Kroger announced goals with prior year baselines that the 
company had nearly accomplished, inflating its perceived future accomplishments. 
This reporting practice is likely to confuse shareholders while decreasing Kroger’s 
own impetus to achieve truly significant carbon reductions and renewable energy 
development.  

The reporting requested by this proposal, a report considering the feasibility of Kroger 
adopting a renewable energy target, is an important first step in assuring investors 
that our company is working to effectively remedy its climate risk. 
 
Response to the 2018 Board of Director’s Statement of Opposition 
 

At the time of this memo’s release, we have yet to receive a Statement of Opposition 
from Kroger. We will update the memo after the Statement is released. 
 
Conclusion 
 

The report requested by this proposal provides a first important step toward Kroger’s 
adoption of greater renewable energy resources to reduce climate risk and add to the 
company’s value. Kroger’s current slow pace of carbon reduction suggests a failure to 
recognize the serious risks this underperformance poses to the Company’s 
reputation, brand, regulatory compliance costs, supply chain success, and ongoing 
competitiveness with more efficient, environmentally conscious peers. With supply 
chains that stretch across the globe, Kroger’s operations are extremely vulnerable to 
the risks of climate change. The Company has made little headway since the last few 
carbon-related proposals, which garnered strong support from shareholders. 
Proponents request a “YES” vote on this proposal. 
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Food waste 
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Amazon (AMZN) 
Report on Food Waste Management 
 
 
 
 
Green Century Capital Management 
Jared Fernandez 
(617) 482-0800 
jfernandez@greencentury.com 
 
 
Summary  
 

1. Financial opportunities: Addressing food waste can lead to substantial cost savings, 
new revenue streams, tax benefits and improved customer retention as demonstrated 
by some of Amazon’s peers in the grocery sector.  
 

2. Competitive risk: Many of Amazon’s peers in the grocery sector have taken significant 
action to optimally manage and report on food waste, surpassing Amazon’s actions 
and disclosure and leaving laggards with a competitive disadvantage.  
 

3. Reputational and regulatory risk: Inadequate management of food waste poses a 
range of reputational risks as consumer awareness and concern around food waste 
grows. Amazon’s regulatory risk is heightened by the Company’s failure to disclose 
efforts that address food waste, potentially leaving its supply chain vulnerable in an 
evolving regulatory landscape. 
 

4. Insufficient efforts and disclosure: Amazon lacks the public facing disclosure needed 
to assess how the Company is managing these risks. The Company lacks data on the 
amount of food waste generated, goals to minimize and reduce the generation of food 
waste going forward, and any comprehensive strategy surrounding the mitigation of 
food waste. 

 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareholders request that Amazon issue a report, at reasonable cost and omitting proprietary 
information, on company-wide efforts to assess, reduce and optimally manage food waste.  
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Supporting Statement: Shareholders recommend that the requested report include: 

• Results of audits to determine the causes, quantities and destinations of food waste; 
• Estimated cost savings from optimized food purchasing, handling, recycling, and 

disposal; 
• Prioritization of strategies based on Environmental Protection Agency Food Recovery 

Hierarchy; 
• Time bound targets to reduce waste and progress towards meeting these targets. 

 
 
Rationale details 
 
Financial opportunities  
 
Forty percent of food produced in the U.S. goes uneaten, costing the economy $218 
billion per year, or 1.3 percent of GDP. Grocery retailers, restaurants, and food service 
companies waste about 25 million tons of food valued at $57 billion annually.72 Properly 
and proactively managing systems to reduce food waste have proven to financially 
beneficial for food retailers. Conducting a comprehensive assessment of food waste 
and areas for improvement is the first step. 
 
Amazon faces numerous financial risks if it continues with current policies that do not 
do enough to reduce company food waste.  

• AmazonFresh has lost money from spoilage at more than double the rate of a 
typical supermarket.73 Online grocery retails have demonstrated increased rates 
of food waste through poor forecasting and ordering, overstocking, and only 
selling cosmetically approved produce. AmazonFresh has neglected to mark 
down prices for items close to expiration as a conventional grocery store would, 
which would reduce the loss of perishable foods and maximize profits.74 

• In 2014, Amazon Fresh threw away one third of bananas purchased due to a strict 
policy to only sell bananas in bunches of five.75 This is a unique problem for online 
retailers who sell products by unit instead of by weight, resulting in greater 
losses and waste. 
 

Although food waste costs are inaccurately deemed as an inherent part of business, 
there are various strategies that can be used to eliminate these costs and increase 
financial benefits. 

• A study from the United Kingdom showed that when four major retailors 
partnered with six food manufacturers and conducted inventories to identify 
food waste in the supply chain, the outcome was a benefit-cost ratio of 5:1. These 
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actions included better matching forecast of supply and demand, standardizing 
labels, and stock reductions. 76  

• A 2017 report analyzing 700 companies over 17 countries found the median return 
from food waste reduction efforts was found to be $14 for every $1 invested.77 

• Stop & Shop has saved $100 million following an analysis of freshness and 
product loss in its perishables department. Improved buying decisions and 
reduced operational waste has allowed Stop & Shop and other Ahold USA 
companies to further invest in customers shopping experience.78 

 
Competitive risk  

 
Following the acquisition of Whole Foods Market in 2017, Amazon faces competition 
from other grocery retailers surpassing the Company’s food waste reduction efforts. 
Other companies have recognized the cost benefits, reputational advantages and the 
environmental impact food waste reduction has provided.  

• Ahold USA, the parent company of Stop & Shop and Peapod, has been 
recognized by the Environmental Protection Agency in 2015 for their food waste 
reduction efforts.79 In their 2016 Sustainable Retailing report, 72 percent of total 
food waste was recycled for animal feed, biogas generation, compost, and by 
rendering.80  

• Walmart, one of Amazon’s greatest competitors in the online grocery industry, 
has a publicly stated goal to achieve zero waste across its U.S., Canada, U.K, and 
Japan operation by 2025. In 2017, the Company diverted 82 percent of net waste 
from landfills.81 Walmart has achieved this by tracking generated waste, 
improved forecasting, packaging, and standardized date labels. 

o At the end of 2017, Walmart partnered with Google Express in an 
agreement to allow consumers to buy items from Walmart through 
Google’s online shopping mall.82 Both Google and Walmart have been 
leaders in sustainability, and Walmart has partnered with the 
Environmental Protection Agency to halve food waste by 2030, in line with 
the national reduction target. 83 

• Kroger publishes a breakdown of the quantity of food donated and recycled, with 
a goal of netting 90 percent zero waste in all facilities by 2020. 84 In 2016 Kroger 
reached a diversion rate of 78% and donated 69 million pounds of food. 85 

• Tesco will be the first of large grocery store chains to pledge to no longer dump 
edible food by the end of February 2018. Tesco will work to provide all edible food 
to the underserved communities and nonprofit organizations.86   
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• Through the Food Waste Reduction Alliance, Safeway, Publix, Hannaford, Target, 
Wegmans, and Weis Markets all provide comprehensive, metrics-based 
disclosure on food waste management efforts. 

 
Reputational and regulatory risk 
 
Amazon fails to address rising consumer awareness and concern around food waste, 
even as it focuses on growing its grocery retail business. This misalignment could 
create reputational risk and lead to loss of consumer trust.  

• As many other grocery stores (i.e., Walmart, Kroger, Ahold USA, Tesco, Waitrose 
and Wegmans) have begun to implement food waste reduction policies, 
Amazon has not provided sufficient reporting on if, or how, they are attempting 
to reduce food waste. Although AmazonFresh has donated enough food to 
provide 2.6 million meals in 201687, the Company can benefit from providing 
information on how they further reduce food waste given only 10 percent of 
edible food waste is recovered each year in the United States. 88 

• Increasing consumer knowledge on the social and environmental impacts of 
food waste has pressured companies (i.e. Target and Cosco) to become more 
transparent with their reporting and regulations. Thirty percent of Whole Foods 
shareholders voted in favor of a 2017 resolution calling for transparency around 
the company’s food waste management efforts.1 

• Between 2011 and 2014, California, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
and Vermont have all passed varying laws against the landfilling of food waste89. 
These five states represent 29 percent of all Whole Foods stores in the United 
States, serving as home to 129 locations90. Maryland, New Jersey, and New York 
have all seen similar legislation proposed. As regulation surrounding food waste 
continues to grow, Amazon would benefit by implementing policies to optimally 
manage food waste. 
 

Insufficient efforts and disclosure 
 
Amazon lacks the public facing disclosure needed to assess how the Company is 
managing these risks. The Company lacks data on the amount of food waste generated 
as well as goals to minimize and reduce the generation of food waste going forward. 
This lack of transparency is especially problematic given the Company’s publicly stated 
goals for rapid growth within the retail food industry. Instituting sound policies to 
mitigate and avoid unnecessary food waste will help the Company fully capitalize on its 
growth, and beginning to track and assess the current generation and causes of food 
waste is the first step.  
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Conclusion 
 
Ineffective management and mitigation of food waste pose significant risks to 
Amazon’s profitability and reputation, especially as the Company seeks to grow within 
the grocery industry. Peer companies such as Ahold USA, WalMart, Kroger, Tesco, 
Publix, and Safeway disclose proactive efforts to minimize food waste and strengthen 
operational efficiency. Amazon has failed to provide enough information for investors 
to adequately assess whether the company is effectively managing these risks, 
rendering food waste as a significant material gap in the Company’s reporting on 
sustainability issues. 
 
The Green Century Equity Fund seeks your support for the shareholder proposal 
included in Amazon.com, Inc.’s 2018 proxy statement asking the Company to report 
on efforts to assess, reduce and optimally manage food waste.  
 
The Proponent believes taking such action would serve the long-term interests of the 
Company, offering financial opportunities and mitigating potential reputational, 
competitive, and regulatory risks.   

 
 

Shareholders are urged to vote FOR this proposal 
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GHG emissions goals 
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Fluor (FLR) 
Proposal 4: Adopt GHG Reduction Targets 
 
 
 
 
New York State Comptroller’s Office 
Patrick Doherty  
pdoherty@osc.state.ny.us 
 
 
Summary 
 

1. There is a clear link between improved financial performance and energy 
efficiency measures.  
 

2. The world’s largest companies recognize the value in reducing GHG emissions; 
Fluor is lagging behind its competitors.  
 

3. Fluor’s sustainability policies are insufficient. 

 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareholders request that Fluor Corporation adopt time bound quantitative, company-wide 
goals for the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, taking into consideration the 
goals of the Paris Climate Agreement, and issue a report by December 2018, at reasonable 
cost and omitting proprietary information, on its plans to achieve these goals. 
 
 
Rationale details 
 
There is a clear link between improved financial performance and energy 
efficiency measures. 
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● A 2017 working paper from Harvard Management Company reinforced that 
"forty years of academic and empirical evidence suggest that ESG integration 
in the investment process can lead to better risk-adjusted returns and long-
term value creation."91 

● A 2014 study showed that 88% of reviewed sources find that companies with 
robust sustainability practices demonstrate better operational performance, 
which ultimately translates into cash flows. 80% of the reviewed studies 
demonstrate that prudent sustainability practices have a positive influence on 
investment performance.92 

● In 2013, CDP and World Wildlife Fund found that four out of five companies in 
the S&P 500 earned a higher return on investments aimed at reducing carbon 
emissions than other capital investments. This study also found energy 
efficiency improvements earned an average return on investment of 196%, with 
an average payback period of two to three years.  

● CDP research shows that companies that lead on climate change 
management--including setting GHG goals--generate superior profitability, 
have lower volatility of earnings, grow dividends to shareholders, and exhibit 
valuable attributes to investors93 

● Another report by CDP found that “companies with published absolute 
emissions reduction targets were 10% more profitable than those with intensity 
targets or no target at all94 

● Lazard’s latest annual Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis (LCOE 11.0) shows a 
continued decline in the cost of generating electricity from alternative energy 
technologies, especially utility-scale solar and wind.95 

 
The world’s largest companies and some of Fluor’s primary competitors recognize 
the business value and importance to society of reducing GHG emissions; Fluor 
lags behind 
 
● Several of Fluor’s peers have not only set, but also achieved GHG goals, 

including AECOM, HDR, and Stantec.  
○ AECOM is striving to meet its target of a 20 percent reduction in GHG 

emissions by 2020. To do this, they are focusing on consolidating their 
real estate footprint and upgrading to more fuel-efficient vehicles and 
heavy equipment.96 
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○ HDR has set a goal to reduce their GHG emission levels 20 percent by 
2020 from their 2011 baseline, adjusted for growth. So far, their emissions 
reductions from 2011-2016 were nearly 2.5 percent. Some of the ways 
they plan to continue reduction are by working with their Real Estate 
Department to ensure office fit-outs and renovations identify energy 
efficiency opportunities and implement the best solutions, and issuing a 
company-wide Waste Prevention and Recycling Standard.97 

○ Since 2013, Stantec has reduced scope 1 and 2 per-capita GHG 
emissions by more than 10%. The company plans to incorporate the 
MWH acquisition into their GHG emissions calculations and set new 
baselines and reduction targets. They also began tracking and reporting 
scope 3 emissions in 2013, and are instituting the changes needed to 
reduce emissions for business travel.  

● As of 2013, 60% of Fortune 100 companies had set GHG reduction goals98  
● In December 2015, representatives from 195 countries adopted the Paris 

Climate Agreement, which specifies a goal to limit the increase in global 
average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels. In order to 
meet the 2° C goal, climate scientists estimate that a 55 percent reduction in 
GHG emissions globally is needed by 2050 (relative to 2010 levels), entailing a 
US target reduction of 80 percent.  
○ After the announcement of plans for the United States to withdraw from 

the Paris Agreement in June 2017, More than 1,700 businesses signed the 
"We Are Still In" declaration to support America's continued commitment 
to meeting the Paris Agreement.99 

 
Fluor’s Sustainability Policies are Insufficient  

 
● While the Company does show some reductions in absolute emissions for 

operations excluding client sites, it states: “Our GHG emissions reflect space 
requirements based on business activity, so there will be a plateau in Scopes 1 
and 2 emissions. Based on what we have experienced in the last several years, 
we may have reached that plateau.” As noted above, Santec has successfully 
reduced their scope 1 and 2 emissions by 10% since 2013. Scientists and world 
governments are calling for GHG reductions on the order of 80% by 2050 in the 
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U.S. Clearly Fluor must do much more to ensure that their emissions “plateau” 
becomes an emissions decline.100 

● Fluor’s CEO claims that helping clients manage their carbon footprints is 
central to Fluor’s business.101 But Fluor itself has not taken the most next 
important next step (after measuring emissions) in managing its own carbon 
footprint--setting goals. Setting and acting on GHG reduction goals would 
demonstrate the type of serious commitment that clients are likely to expect 
from a company that claims to help them reduce their own carbon footprints. 

 
Conclusion  
 
Fluor’s lack of emissions reductions goals is inconsistent with their goal to help clients 
reduce their carbon footprint. The company needs to take emissions reductions just 
as seriously for its own business. Fluor’s competitors recognize the financial value of 
emissions reduction measures. As investors, we want to see Fluor match, if not 
exceed, the actions of its peers. As the largest construction and engineering company 
in the Fortune 500, building some of the most important projects in the world, Fluor 
has a huge opportunity to reduce the risks of climate change.  
 
 
 

We urge you to vote FOR the greenhouse gas goals proposal on Fluor’s proxy 
ballot. 
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JB Hunt (JBHT)  
Proposal 5: Adopt GHG Reduction Targets 
 
 
 
 
Trillium Asset Management 
Allan Pearce, Shareholder Advocate 
503-953-8345 
apearce@trilliuminvest.com 
 
 
Summary  
 

1. There is a strong business case for why JBHT should set GHG emissions 
reduction targets.  
 

2. Emissions reductions in the transportation sector are vital to meet global 
climate challenges.  
 

3. The Company’s opposition statement is contradictory.  
 

4. JBHT has not been able to achieve narrow emissions reduction targets in the 
past, suggesting a new approach is needed.  

 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareholders request J.B. Hunt Transport Services adopt company-wide, quantitative, 
science-based targets to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from its vehicle fleet and 
operations and issue a report, at reasonable cost and omitting proprietary information, 
discussing its plans and progress towards achieving these targets. 
 
 
Rationale details 
 
There is a strong business case for why J.B. Hunt should set GHG emissions 
reduction targets. 
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Perhaps the most compelling financial argument for why JBHT should set emissions 
reduction targets is a simple one. The fuel needed to run a transportation company is 
both a major cost and a major source of the Company’s GHG emissions. Therefore, 
reducing fuel consumption would result in lower costs and reduced emissions. 
Therefore, it stands to reason that setting and achieving ambitious company-wide 
emissions reduction targets would also result in reduced costs and would be a 
meaningful way to provide shareholders with an indication of the Company’s 
intentions to maximize shareholder value. 
 
In addition to the obvious rationale for reducing emissions by reducing fuel 
consumption, there are numerous other financial arguments for why JBHT should set 
emissions reduction targets. Setting GHG reduction targets is frequently found to be a 
sound business strategy. For example, a 2013 report by CDP, WWF, and McKinsey & 
Company found that companies with GHG targets achieved 9% better return on 
invested capital than companies without targets.  
 
Setting science-based GHG targets could be an important tool for JBHT to attract and 
retain customers that are increasingly looking to contract with suppliers that are 
reducing their GHG emissions. Notably, Wal-Mart, one of JBHT’s major customers, has 
very aggressive supply chain emissions reduction goals and is encouraging suppliers 
to set their own ambitious science-based emissions reduction targets. Wal-Mart even 
states, “From our own experience, we understand that business benefits can come 
from developing, setting, and pursuing a GHG reduction target.” Setting a science-
based GHG emissions reduction goal would send a clear signal to its customers that 
JBHT is an environmentally responsible partner.  
 
Investors too are requesting companies set GHG emissions reduction targets. For 
instance, one of the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures, whose members include JPMorgan Chase, UBS Asset Management, 
Generation Investment Management, and BlackRock, is: “Describe the targets used 
by the organization to manage climate-related risks and opportunities and 
performance against these targets.” In its guidance for the road transportation sector, 
the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), recommends companies 
provide a “Description of long-term and short-term strategy or plans to manage 
Scope 1 emissions, emissions reduction targets, and an analysis of performance 
against those targets [Emphasis added].” In its opposition statement, JBHT says it 
participates in industry working groups such as SASB, which leads us to believe the 
Company is attune to this interest.  
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Proponents see a very compelling financial rationale for why JBHT should set GHG 
reduction targets and we believe shareholders should vote in favor of this proposal to 
let management know this is an area of significant investor interest.  
 
 
Emissions reductions in the transportation sector are vital to meet global climate 
challenges.  
 
In December 2015, leaders of 195 countries, including the U.S., set forth an ambition to 
limit global temperature increases to 2-degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. 
This global agreement reflects the nearly universal understanding that climate 
change presents serious threats to global society. To do its part to achieve this goal, 
the U.S. established an economy-wide goal to reduce emissions 26-28% below 2005 
levels by 2025.102  
 
The U.S. Energy Information Administration reports the transportation sector recently 
passed the electricity generation sector as the largest producer of GHG emissions in 
the country. The transportation sector is also the only major sector with increasing 
emissions – emissions from the residential, commercial, industrial, and electric power 
sectors have all declined in recent years.103 Therefore, it is critical that all actors in the 
transportation sector do their part to reign in GHG emissions.  
 
Recognizing that businesses have a vital role to play in achieving this goal, over 350 
global businesses have now committed to set GHG emissions reduction targets 
consistent with the global 2-degree goal. These are known as science-based targets. 
Beyond these 350 companies that are leading the way, hundreds, if not thousands of 
other businesses have set company-wide GHG emissions reduction goals, including 
over 50% of JBHT’s peers in the S&P 500. Ryder System, Norfolk Southern, and CSX 
Corporation are examples of transportation sector companies with GHG emissions 
reduction goals.  
  
Proponents believe it is important from reputational, environmental, and financial 
standpoints for JBHT to set ambitious targets that will align new and existing initiatives 
in a way that will put the Company on a path to achieving necessary emissions 
reductions.   
 
 
The Company’s opposition statement is contradictory.  
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JBHT has publicly communicated how it works to reduce emissions and lower 
environmental impacts in many different places. In its opposition statement, it states, 
“We have been reporting with CDP since 2010 to disclose these efforts [to lessen 
environmental impact and reduce GHG emissions] to customers and investors in an 
industry standard format.” And the Company’s CDP disclosures are in addition to the 
discussion in its opposition statement and on its Environmental Sustainability 
webpage 
(https://www.jbhunt.com/company/investor_relations/esg/environmental-
sustainability/).  

Perplexingly, after publicly touting its transparency around initiatives intended to 
reduce environmental impact and emissions, J.B. Hunt then proceeds to contradict 
itself in a major way. The second to last paragraph of the opposition statement says:  

“The proposal’s requests would in essence commit the Company to publicly 
disclosing our strategies and solutions for reducing GHG emissions. Publicly 
disclosing specific GHG reduction goals and reporting on the Company’s plans 
to achieve those goals, as required by this proposal, would give the Company’s 
competitors insight into management’s strategic business plans and 
operational goals and, ultimately, could impair the Company’s ability to achieve 
GHG emission reductions.”   

JBHT’s claims that reporting on its strategies and solutions for reducing GHG 
emissions would place it at a disadvantage are hard to believe given the Company 
has already gone to considerable lengths to disclose this very thing.   

As a result, setting ambitious company-wide GHG emissions targets would be a 
meaningful way for JBHT to demonstrate that it is in fact committed to becoming an 
industry leader in reducing its environmental impact. 

 
JBHT has not been able to achieve narrow emissions reduction targets in the past, 
suggesting a new approach is needed.  
 
In CDP responses in 2016 and 2017, JBHT mentions it had annual goals to decrease 
emissions per load in 2015 and 2016 respectively. These targets applied to less than 
20% of the Company’s emissions and were not achieved. The company states: “The 
goal was to decrease emissions per load 2015 vs. 2016 and emissions per load 
increased due to soft market demands and having to travel farther to fill capacity.” 
While the Company was unable to achieve these limited-scope goals, it does leave 
proponents wondering about the financial benefits that could be returned to 
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shareholders if JBHT were to set, and achieve, more ambitious goals that apply to 
100% of its operations. 
 
We also believe that the Company’s inability to achieve these limited-scope goals 
suggests that a new approach may be needed. Clearly JBHT has undertaken many 
initiatives to reduce emissions. However, proponents believe setting science-based 
GHG targets that apply across the Company would help spur innovation, align new 
and existing initiatives, lower costs, increase competitiveness, prepare for regulatory 
changes, and attract customers. 
 
In other words, setting GHG targets represents a valuable new approach for JBHT – 
one that many other companies are already pursuing and that would help JBHT 
realize reputational, financial, and environmental benefits. 
 
Conclusion 
 
If J.B. Hunt is really committed to being an industry leader in lessening its 
environmental impact and reducing GHG emissions as it claims in its opposition 
statement, proponents see no better way to validate this commitment than by setting 
science-based GHG emissions reduction targets. As noted throughout this letter, 
investors believe setting such targets would enable JBHT to align and enhance its 
various emissions reduction strategies while benefiting both the company and its 
shareholders.  
 
We urge you to vote for this proposal on J.B. Hunt’s proxy statement, as this would 
send an important signal to JBHT’s leadership that its shareholders want to see it 
maximize shareholder value by setting ambitious GHG reduction targets.  
 
 
Disclosure:  This is not a recommendation to buy or sell any of the securities 
mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been 
or will be profitable. The securities mentioned were selected to illustrate views 
expressed and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or 
recommended. This piece is for informational purposes and is not a research report. 
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Methane 
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Dominion (D) 
Report on Methane Emissions/ 
Reduction Targets 
 
 
 
 
Arjuna Capital and As You Sow 
Natasha Lamb, natasha@arjuna-capital.com and  
Lila Holzman, lholzman@asyousow.com 
 
 
Summary 
 
Implementing the Proposal would allow investors to better assess the Company’s 
methane risk exposure to unnecessary economic loss from leaking gas, an evolving 
regulatory regime and the Company’s ability to respond quickly and economically to a 
change in policy and environmental liability. Without proper disclosure, we believe 
shareholders are unable to effectively assess methane risk.   
 
A strong, storage-focused program of measurement, mitigation, target setting and 
disclosure would indicate a reduction in regulatory and legal risk, as well as efficient 
operations maximizing gas for sale and shareholder value.   
 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareholders request Dominion issue a report (at reasonable cost, omitting proprietary 
information) reviewing the Company’s policies and plans to measure, monitor, mitigate, and 
set quantitative reduction targets for methane emissions resulting from natural gas storage 
assets.   
 
Supporting statement: We believe the report should include the leakage rate as a 
percentage of production, throughput, and/or stored gas; management of high risk storage 
infrastructure; reduction targets; and methods to track progress over time. Best practice 
strategy would utilize real-time measurement and monitoring.  
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Rationale details 
 

1. Leaked Gas is Lost Revenue:  Leaked gas has a direct economic impact on 
companies, as it is no longer available for sale, establishing a clear business 
case for reduction targets and control processes.  Poor oversight of gas 
infrastructure, including storage facilities, has a direct economic impact on 
Dominion.  Implementing the proposal would allow investors to better assess 
the Company’s methane risk exposure to unnecessary economic loss from 
leaking gas, an evolving regulatory regime (i.e. the Company’s ability to respond 
quickly and economically to a change in policy), and environmental liability. 
Without proper disclosure, we believe shareholders are unable to effectively 
assess methane risk. 
 

2. Gas Storage Vulnerabilities Present Outsized Risk:  The 2015 failure of a gas 
injection well at Southern California Gas Company’s Aliso Canyon Storage Field 
in Los Angeles revealed major vulnerabilities in the maintenance and safety of 
natural gas storage facilities. The incident exposed both a lack of oversight and 
contingency planning in the face of a well blowout.   

a. Dominion has storage facilities that may face similar risks, as it is 
estimated to hold the 3rd highest volume of natural gas in the country.  
There are over 400 gas storage facilities around the country. According 
to the Energy Information Administration (EIA), over 80 percent of these 
facilities are also located in depleted oil wells, like Aliso Canyon, many of 
which were drilled decades ago.  

b. The casing failure of well SS-25 in Aliso Canyon precipitated the release 
of over 100,000 tons of methane into the atmosphere over several 
months, resulting in the relocation of 8,000 families and jeopardizing 
California’s mitigation objectives under the state’s climate law AB-32. 
Relocation, clean up, and well containment costs soared to over 
700 million dollars104, with criminal filings and civil lawsuits against SoCal 
Gas. 

c. Following yet another Aliso Canyon leak in December 2017, local 
community members reported increased negative health impacts and 
have maintained vocal opposition to the facility’s reopening.105,106  
 

3. Methane has an Outsized Impact on Global Warming:  Methane has a potent 
impact on the environment, which threatens the natural gas industry’s social 
license to operate.  On a 20-year timescale, methane has 86x the Global 
Warming Potential (GWP) of CO2,107108 represents over 25% of the EPA 
Greenhouse Gas Inventory,109 and its concentration in the atmosphere is 150% 
higher than pre-industrial levels (as compared to CO2, which is 40% higher). 110  
Methane impact has spurred academic, industry, and public debate, has been 
featured in Forbes and The New York Times, and has led to investor, regulatory 
and legal action over the last several years.  
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a. A February 2018 study from Nature Geoscience111 found that the amount 
of methane in the atmosphere coming from natural gas supply chains 
have been underestimated. 

b. The New York Times reported in April 2016 that leakage from oil and gas 
wells is the largest source of methane gas in the atmosphere.112 In April 
2016, the E.P.A. released a report concluding the amount of the gas 
leaking from oil and gas wells is much higher than previously reported.113 

c. An August 2015 New York Times article cited methane leaks in the supply 
chain far exceed estimates.  “Natural-gas gathering facilities, which 
collect from multiple wells, lose about 100 billion cubic feet of natural 
gas a year, about eight times as much as estimates used by 
the Environmental Protection Agency, according to the study, which 
appeared in the journal Environmental Science & Technology.”114 

d. An October 2016 study from journal Nature115 asserts that methane 
emissions from fossil fuel production are 20 to 60 percent higher than 
widely cited estimates. It is one of the most exhaustive analyses of long-
term global methane emissions and methane carbon isotope records, 
with implications for climate policy worldwide.  The Nature study 
analyzed thousands of air samples taken over three decades (between 
1984 and 2013) at 84 sites on every continent that are part of NOAA's 
Global Greenhouse Gas Reference Network.   
 

4. Reporting is Inadequate:  We find current reporting to be woefully inadequate 
and there is a large dissonance between current industry/company 
reporting/estimates and scientific findings.   

a. Academic studies have identified methane leakage rates of up to 9%, 
over 6X the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) 1.4% leakage 
estimate116  and industry estimates. The short-term climactic benefit of 
natural gas over coal is negated when leakage rates exceed 2.7%.117  

b. Dominion’s 2016 methane management report fails to address core 
concerns raised in the shareholder proposal. The 2018 shareholder 
proposal to Dominion was written in response to the deficiencies in the 
company’s current reporting, as the Company has not addressed 
storage assets, despite the Company’s significant storage operations.  
The report is a patchwork of broad discussion, select reporting, and 
some technologies deployed.  Unlike peers, it does not provide current, 
publicly available information on its leakage rates and a quantitative 
strategy to reduce the impacts methane emissions may have on the 
Company.  
 

5. Regulatory Risk:  A failure by companies to proactively inspect, monitor, and 
upgrade critical storage infrastructure with the aim of reducing methane 
emissions has resulted in more rigorous regulations.  

a. The last administration’s EPA released new rules in 2016 to reduce oil 
and gas sector methane emissions. While the current EPA has 
attempted to avoid these methane regulations, court rulings have 
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blocked such attempts. There continues to be clear momentum toward 
greater reporting requirements and reduction targets over the last few 
years.    

b. In March 2014, the White House released a “Strategy to Reduce Methane 
Emissions” as a key element of the President’s Climate Action Plan.118  
This action came in the wake of a 2013 EPA watchdog report per a 
February 2013 Bloomberg article entitled “Fracking Emissions Get Review 
After EPA Watchdog Report.” The article stated, the EPA has “agreed to 
more closely study air emissions from hydraulic fracturing after the 
agency’s auditor concluded its current data is insufficient to make policy 
decisions.”119  The group also referred to air pollution estimates as being 
of “questionable quality.”120 

c. At the public opinion level, natural gas remains a controversial issue.  A 
March 30, 2016 Gallup poll shows Americans increasingly oppose 
fracking in oil and natural gas, with 36% in favor and 51% against (up from 
40% in 2015).121  

d. At the state level, New York State has banned hydraulic fracturing.122 
Colorado adopted the first regulations in the nation expected to directly 
reduce 1000,000 tons of methane from oil and gas operations, followed 
by Ohio, Wyoming, California, and Massachusetts.  
 

6. Investor Action: In 2017, 15 shareholder proposals were filed at various 
companies asking for methane management disclosures.   

a. From 2006 to 2016, methane proposals garnered the largest average 
vote percentages (25%) of any other environmental proposals.123   

b. In October 2014, investors representing over 300 billion in assets under 
management called on the EPA to regulate methane as a serious 
climate problem, with proven cost effective solutions, stating it is 
insufficient to rely on voluntary initiatives and state-level action and a 
methane policy can reduce risk and create long-term value for investors 
and the economy.124   

c. High profile investor Jeremy Grantham of GMO LLC also highlighted the 
challenge of natural gas in his February 2014 Quarterly Letter to clients: 
“’Fracking gas,’ like all natural gas, is basically methane. Methane 
unfortunately is an even more potent greenhouse gas than CO2: at an 
interval of 100 years it is now estimated to be 32 times as bad, and at 20 
years to be 72 times worse! If it leaks from well head to stove by more 
than 3%, it gives back its critical advantage and becomes no better than 
coal in its climate effect. Emissions, for whatever reasons, have not been 
carefully monitored. It would be nice, though, to know how fast we are 
roasting our planet. A series of tests in the next three years or so, 
privately funded, will measure leakages. In old cities with Victorian era 
gas lines, leakage will be terrible – probably 2% or 3% on their own. At 
some “cowboy” wells, emissions will be much higher than that.”125   
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Response to the 2018 Board of Director’s Statement in Opposition 
 
Dominion’s Reporting is currently inadequate, lagging that of industry peers. 
 
Methane emissions management has moved to a mainstream investor concern, as 
academic studies, regulatory changes, and public attention have highlighted the 
complexity and importance of the issue. Investor analysis is reliant upon improved 
disclosure going forward, without which it is not possible to evaluate methane risk.   
 
As of 2016, 22 companies in North America and Europe provided their leak rates as a 
percentage of natural gas production or throughput at given segments through 
disclosure to CDP.126  Unlike peers including Sempra and other Methane Challenge 
participants, Dominion fails to report on its leakage rate, among other disclosures 
listed below.  
 
Dominion states in its methane report that it “currently measures, mitigates, and 
takes action to reduce methane emissions from its operations.” The current report 
located on the company’s website127 references regulatory compliance, involvement 
with the EPA Natural Gas Star Program, and some general language about an 
Environmental Management System; however, in the very same report, The Company 
states, “Dominion has not set specific reduction targets for methane emissions as 
such emissions are decreasing nationally and national policy as well as individual 
company actions such as those described in this report are driving that decrease.”  
Given the October 2016 study published in Nature indicating methane emissions from 
the oil and gas sector are 20% to 60% higher than previously thought128 (in addition to 
the many other studies indicating higher-than-thought levels of methane emissions), 
the Company’s statement equates to a lack of accountability to investors. The 
national figures are based on outdated Global Warming Potential (GWP) factors and 
throughput estimates, not actual measurements.      
 
Core concerns and key elements not addressed include:   
 

A. Leakage rate:  No methane leakage rate is reported as a percentage of 
production, throughput, or stored gas, despite such reporting by peer 
companies. And there is no way for investors to calculate a leakage rate.  While 
investors should have transparency into the absolute amount of methane 
emission in metric tons, more importantly investors seek to understand the 
leakage rate, a normalized value which allows investors to compare Dominion’s 
performance to its peers, and understand how Dominion’s performance 
affects the climate.   

a. If leakage is greater than approximately 3%, natural gas is worse than 
coal from a climate change standpoint.  Without having a normalized 
number, Dominion’s reporting is only helpful for aggregating industry-
wide volumes at the EPA, and is certainly not helpful to investors.  Other 
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peer companies including those involved with the EPA Natural Gas 
Methane Challenge Program are taking initiative.   

b. As of 2016, 22 companies in North America and Europe provide their leak 
rates as a percentage of natural gas production or throughput at given 
segment through disclosure to CDP129.  

c. Percentage of assets reported:  EDF found in its February 2015 
Transportation and Storage Study, that only 38% of methane emissions 
are currently reportable. 130  The Company does not include the 
percentage of assets that they are reporting on.  That is, the percentage 
of assets that are over the 25,000 metric tons of CO2e per year 
threshold.  Without this transparency, it is impossible to understand the 
full scope of the issue.   

B. Company-wide quantitative targets:  There are no company-wide methane 
reduction targets.  Quantitative target setting is a core aspect of the Proposal.   

a. In contrast to Dominion’s actions, the ONE Future Initiative is a group of 
natural gas supply chain companies that are setting a goal of achieving 
a 1% leakage rate, with various sub-targets for individual segments of the 
natural gas supply chain, including a transition and storage target of 
0.31% leakage as a percentage of throughput by 2025. The Company 
states its goal is to “track methane emissions from gas transmission and 
storage business; adopt best practices to reduce methane emissions.”  
One would hope this is an obvious goal for all natural gas companies, but 
it is neither a quantitative disclosure nor helpful to investors seeking an 
apples-to-apples comparison of Dominion’s performance and targets 
versus its peers.   

C. Storage facility risk management:  In Dominion’s 2016 Methane Management 
Report, there is no discussion of risks associated with depleted oil well storage 
facilities and accompanying mitigation strategies, as prominently highlighted 
in the Proposal.  The current reporting does not address the risk management 
of storage facilities like those at Aliso Canyon, despite Dominion’s industry-
leading exposure.  We are particularly concerned with older wells that have 
similar profiles to Well SS-25, the well that blew out at the Aliso Canyon facility, 
which was drilled in the 1950s with design standards long past their point of 
expiration. The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 
(PHSMA) recently issued a first ever federal rule of downhole well management 
at methane storage facilities, and noted that, “Based on its field experience and 
knowledge of the industry, PHSMA is aware that many of the existing 
underground natural gas storage facilities across the country have wells with 
characteristics similar to Well SS25.” (PHMSA, Interim Final Rule on Safety of 
Underground Natural Gas Storage Facilities, 2016).  While Dominion has stated 
it supports the PHMSA rule, investors need to understand how Dominion is 
approaching the substantial operational and regulatory risks associated with 
its storage of natural gas. Disclosures that have yet to be provided by Dominion 
to address the integrity and risk management of storage facilities would 
include:   

a. Overview of storage facilities and wells; the age of facilities and wells 
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b. Well integrity testing and management 
c. Transition plan for high risk infrastructure 
d. Concrete leak rate  
e. Monitoring program  
f. Emergency response plan once a leak is discovered 

D. Lack of Real Time Measurement and Management:  Further studies underline 
the need for real time measurement and management to control poorly 
performing assets.    

a. EDF’s February 2015 Gathering and Processing study found 30% of 
facilities contribute 80% of leaks for that segment of the value chain. 131 

b. While Dominion states that “a small portion of our wells are monitored 
real time,” in its opposition statement, there has been no transparency 
into the Company’s use of real time monitoring and measuring versus 
the use of throughput estimates, and what percentage of assets are 
covered by these distinct methods.  The Company simply asserts that 
GHG emissions reported “are based on a combination of actual field 
measurements (i.e., GHGRP leak surveys), company average leak factors 
obtained through the GHGRP applied to non-GHGRP facilities, 
composition of methane in the natural gas, and published EPA emission 
factors and protocols.” This is meaningless to investors seeking to 
understand performance. It is impossible to know the extent of 
Dominion’s monitoring and measurement program without meaningful, 
company-wide, disclosures. 

 
Conclusion 
 
Given the importance of operational efficiency to Dominion Energy’s profitability, as 
well as the regulatory, environmental, and social license risks facing the Company, we 
believe the Company’s current level of disclosure is woefully inadequate.   
 
For shareholders to fully evaluate methane risk, we strongly believe the Board of 
Directors needs to report how the Company is managing methane leakage risk, 
including for its substantial storage assets.  The report should include quantitative 
targets, and how progress will be measured toward achieving those targets, and a 
discussion of measurement methodology. We strongly urge you to support the 
Proposal.   Managing methane risk may have a direct impact on the profitability of 
Dominion Energy and we believe it is in the best interest of shareholders.   
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Kinder Morgan (KMI)  
Report on Methane Emissions/ 
Reduction Targets 
 
 
 
 
Miller/Howard Investments, Inc. 
Patricia Karr Seabrook  
esg@mhinvest.com 
 
 
Summary 
 
This proposal has been filed by Miller/Howard Investments, Inc. ("Miller/Howard") on 
behalf of Lowell Miller, Miller/Howard’s CIO and Founder. It raises concerns about 
Kinder Morgan, Inc.’s (“Kinder Morgan”) policies regarding methane emissions from oil 
production, as well as from its natural gas distribution, storage, and transport 
operations.   
 
Miller/Howard has filed similar proposals with the company for the past four years. 
Support for the proposal has grown each year with last year’s support garnering 41% 
of the vote FOR the proposal. 
 
The resolution requests that the company report on policies, actions, and plans to 
measure, monitor, mitigate, disclose, and set quantitative targets for methane 
emissions reduction resulting from all operations, including storage and 
transportation. The report is to omit proprietary information and be prepared at 
reasonable cost. 
 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareholders request Kinder Morgan, Inc. issue a report (by October 2018, at reasonable cost, 
omitting proprietary information) reviewing the Company’s policies, actions and plans to 
measure, monitor, mitigate, disclose, and set quantitative reduction targets for methane 
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emissions resulting from all operations, including storage and transportation, under the 
Company’s financial or operational control.  
 
 
Rationale details 
 
Methane is a climate pollutant 84 times more powerful than carbon dioxide (CO2) over 
a 20-year period, and it is responsible for 25% of the global warming experienced 
today132. As “one of the largest energy infrastructure companies in North America 
[Kinder Morgan owns] an interest in or operate[s] approximately 85,000 miles of 
pipelines and 152 terminals”133 and has already taken a number of steps – such as 
acknowledging climate change and stating that it publishes its “environmental, health 
and safety performance on [its] website to be transparent about [its] work”134 – that 
implicitly supports the proponent’s thoughts about climate change and the 
importance of transparency.  
 
Due to its position in the industry, Kinder Morgan is uniquely situated to be a leader 
among its peers and to provide an industry standard for mitigating methane-related 
risks.   
 
The proponent asks for the next logical step toward such leadership: increase 
disclosure overall, inclusive of storage facilities.  
 
Given that: 

a) Natural gas has environmental advantages over other fossil fuel sources of 
energy; 

b) Methane emissions can reduce or eliminate that advantage; 
c) There is risk of methane emissions from the storage and transportation of 

natural gas; 
d) Kinder Morgan acknowledges these risks; 
e) Loss of environmental advantage may imperil the real and/or reputational 

value of natural gas; 
 
Methane management and emissions disclosure are material to investors and can 
significantly impact shareholder value. 
 
Given that: 
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a) Neither the company’s Methane Reduction Commitment135 (updated January 
18, 2018) nor its other public information or website contain any of the following:  

a. Disclosure of emissions rates;  
b. A company-specific quantitative emissions reduction target; 
c. Details related to the scope of its methane emissions management 

actions, including the percentage of assets covered by said actions and 
an explanation for percentage not covered; 

b) Neither the company’s minimum mandatory disclosure via the EPA nor 
voluntary participation in the ONE Future coalition require public disclosure of 
actual methane emissions leakage rates; 

c) The company’s disclosure of its management of methane in both its storage 
and pipeline operations is often lacking or absent; 

 
Existing disclosure does not satisfy investor needs or satisfy the requests of the 
proposal; 
  
And given that:   

a) The company has made public statements on transparency, including that “it is 
our goal to work openly and cooperatively with all stakeholders regarding 
environmental, health and safety (EHS) issues”136 and that it “has been 
conducting its business transparently long before it became a corporate buzz 
word”137; 

b) The company has a history of working with external entities on issues related to 
emissions management138; 

 
Kinder Morgan’s practices of non-disclosure are out of alignment with its stated 
values of transparency.   

 
The proponent sees quantitative methane-related disclosure to shareholders on 
methane as being in full alignment with Kinder Morgan’s stated values of operational 
excellence, running a profitable business, and transparency and open cooperation 
with stakeholders.   
 
Why Kinder Morgan? 
 
Kinder Morgan is one of the largest energy infrastructure companies in North 
America, with risk of methane emissions present across many of its operations. It 
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operates in numerous regulatory environments and jurisdictions across different 
countries. 
 
The proponent argues that failure by a company to proactively inspect, monitor, and 
upgrade critical transportation and storage facilities creates avoidable 
environmental, reputational, regulatory, and financial risks. Failure to disclose such 
information deprives investors of important material information regarding risks to 
the company. 
 
Methane & Shareholder Value 
 
Shareholders can benefit from the environmental advantages of natural gas over 
other fossil fuel energy sources; natural gas may be chosen over other forms of 
energy in part because of its environmental benefit, which benefits its market share. 
 
Likewise, risk to the environmental benefit of natural gas may pose a risk to 
shareholder value. 
 
Kinder Morgan itself has messaged around the lower-carbon benefits of natural gas, 
including in its Climate Change statement: “Natural gas infrastructure plays two key 
roles in reducing greenhouse gas emissions: directly as a lower-carbon fuel for 
electricity generation, and indirectly by facilitating greater renewable energy 
deployment in the electricity sector.”139 
 
Methane leaks can reduce or even eliminate that advantage. As the EDF reports, “If 
not better mitigated, methane leaks and releases could undermine the greenhouse 
gas advantage natural gas offers and spell major trouble for the climate.”140 
Furthermore, a 2015 study estimates that the oil and gas industry loses USD30 billion 
a year in methane emissions globally141, clearly demonstrating the financial materiality 
of the issues at hand.  
 
Kinder Morgan publicly messages on the environmental advantage enjoyed by 
natural gas, but has not provided sufficient disclosure for investors to evaluate 
whether this advantage is protected by appropriate and efficacious methane 
management. 
 
If investors choose to invest in a company based on its relative environmental 
footprint, then they rely on disclosure that demonstrates the company is taking 
appropriate and efficacious action to preserve such benefits. 
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The proposal includes natural gas storage facilities because risks associated with 
such operations can be significant and varied.  We saw this risk highlighted during 
what has been called “the largest methane leak in US history", which was a multi-
month event at the Sempra storage facility at Aliso Canyon in 2015. 142 Research by the 
IEA also shows that methane emissions are not solely isolated to one single part of 
the supply chain, but rather can occur across the natural gas value chain, including 
production, processing, transmission and storage, as well as local distribution143, 
furthering the need for comprehensive reporting on methane emissions across the 
companies value chain.  
 
Kinder Morgan agrees with the proponents when it says, “ADDRESSING CLIMATE 
CHANGE IS A GLOBAL PRIORITY.” 
 
According to the vast majority of scientists144, major institutional investors and 
financial institutions4, countries that are party to the Paris Agreement5, and many 
large companies145, climate change is an investment and global concern. In Kinder 
Morgan’s own words: “addressing climate change is a global priority.”146  This remains 
true, even if the current regulatory attempts to address climate change are weakened 
or undone. 
 
In this current political environment, companies have a very important role to play in 
lowering emissions; as the scope of the EPA, as well as its reporting platforms and 
requirements, is not certain.147 
 
The question of US federal regulations are only part of the discussion:  Shareholders 
also consider the reputational and regulatory risks posed at the state level and in 
Canada. 
 
Storage-related methane leaks have precipitated a significant amount of discussion 
of regulations at the state level. Kinder Morgan investors also face potential 
shareholder value impacts due to changes in Canadian regulations; for example, the 
province of Alberta (in which Kinder Morgan has operations148) has committed to a 
reduction of methane emissions from oil and gas operations by 45% by 2025 using a 
three-pronged approach. One of the prongs is “Improving measurement and 
reporting of methane emissions, as well as leak detection and repair requirements.”149 
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A report such as the one requested by the proponent would provide investors with the 
information necessary to evaluate the likelihood of continued profitability across 
these varying regulatory environments. 
Conclusion: 
 
Methane is a uniquely potent climate pollutant, and thus constitutes a unique risk to 
natural gas companies. Investors request disclosure so that they may evaluate the 
company’s management of these risks.  The company’s current disclosure, where 
available, is inadequate, often excludes its storage facilities, and leaves many material 
questions unanswered. 
 
We strongly believe that the Board of Directors needs to prepare a report to 
shareholders reviewing the Company’s policies, actions, and plans to measure, 
monitor, mitigate, disclose, and set quantitative reduction targets to reduce methane 
emissions resulting from all operations, including storage and transportation, under 
the Company’s financial control; requested report to be made available by October 
2018, at reasonable cost, omitting proprietary information. 
 
For all the reasons provided above, we strongly urge you to vote FOR this proposal.  
 
Thank you for your support. 
 
Regards, 

 
Lowell G. Miller 
CIO and Founder 
Miller/Howard Investments, Inc. 
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Proxy voting 
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Bank of New York Mellon (BK)  
Proposal 5: Review and Report on ESG Proxy Voting 
 
 
 
 
Walden Asset Management and Friends Fiduciary Corporation 
Tim Smith, tsmith@bostontrust.com and  
Kate Monahan, kmonahan@friendsfiduciary.org 
 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareowners request that the Board of Directors issue a report on proxy voting and 
climate change to shareholders prepared at reasonable cost and omitting proprietary 
information. 
 
 
Rationale details 
 
Proxy voting on climate-related shareholder proposals is a primary avenue for 
investors to communicate with companies, including disclosure of a company’s 
management of climate-related risks and opportunities.  
 
In the words of a former SEC chair, “one of the most important ways that shareholders 
have to express their views to company management is through the annual proxy 
process.”150 Climate change is widely recognized as representing significant risks and 
opportunities. A taskforce created by the G20’s Financial Stability Board concluded in 
late 2016 that climate change presents “significant” risks to companies and the global 
economy.151 
 
Investors, however, often do not have enough information to make informed 
decisions regarding the companies they own and use the proposal process as a key 
mechanism to communicate to companies the importance of taking these risks into 
account. Votes for 2-degree scenario analyses passed at Exxon Mobil and Occidental 
Petroleum in 2017 underscore growing investor concern.152 
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BNY Mellon and its subsidiaries consistently vote against virtually all social and 
environmental resolutions, even when there is a strong business case supporting 
the resolution. 
 
BNY Mellon maintains that the Proxy Voting and Governance Committee reviews 
environmental proposals on a case-by-case basis, supporting those that would 
reasonably be expected to enhance long-term stockholder value. 
 
Each year, there are numerous opportunities for BNY Mellon’s subsidiaries to support 
value-enhancing proposals, yet they consistently fail to do so. Their proxy voting 
committee traditionally recommends no votes on these resolutions to their boutique 
investment divisions. In 2012, they voted against 100% of climate-related shareholder 
proposals.153 In 2013, they voted against 100% of climate-related shareholder 
proposals.154 In 2014, they voted against 100% of climate-related shareholder 
proposals.155 In 2015, they voted against 98% of climate-related shareholder 
proposals.156 In 2016, they voted against 96% of climate-related shareholder 
proposals.157 And in 2017 they voted against 90% of climate-related shareholder 
proposals.158 The small percentage of “for” votes came from BNY Mellon investment 
boutiques that supported the resolutions despite recommendations from the proxy 
voting committee. 
 
Is it that nearly all climate-related proposals are not long-term value enhancing? 
Given the clear scientific, evidence-based long-term risks posed by climate change, 
this seems extremely unlikely. Proxy advisory firms such as ISS and Glass Lewis 
undertake a rigorous analysis of proposals and recommend how to vote on each of 
them, based on protecting shareholder value. In 2017, ISS voted “for” 82.1% of climate 
change-related shareholder proposals.159 These results clearly show that a 
substantial number of climate and environment related proposals are considered 
value enhancing by ISS, yet BNY Mellon’s proxy voting committee recommended no 
votes and its subsidiaries are consistently voting against nearly all of them. 
 
In its response to the shareholder proposal, the board states “the proposal 
erroneously conflates BNY Mellon’s position on climate change with the separate 
proxy voting practices of our subsidiaries that act as investment advisers.” While it is 
true that certain subsidiaries have separate voting practices and procedures 
(including Meriten, Insight, and Newton), most of BNY’s subsidiaries are part of BNY 
Mellon’s Proxy Voting and Governance Committee and thus participate in and take 
the recommendation on votes. We are concerned that the recommendations of the 
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Proxy Voting and Governance Committee do not fully take into account the long-term, 
significant business risks posed by climate change. 
 
BNY Mellon’s proxy voting policy runs counter to its public statements and 
commitments acknowledging the significance of climate risk in its operations and 
investments. 
 
In 2013, BNY’s Mellon Capital Management became a signatory to the UN Principles 
for Responsible Investment (PRI). Mellon Capital’s CEO, Gabriela Parcella, noted that 
becoming a signatory signaled their “commitment to remain focused on these long 
term risks.” She added, “considering ESG issues enhances [their] ability to generate 
attractive risk-adjusted returns for [their] clients.” The president of BNY Mellon 
Investment Management, Mitchell Harris, agreed, saying, “ESG factors may influence 
long-term returns. They no longer are a niche studied only by sustainable investment 
specialists.” Several other BNY Mellon subsidiaries have signed onto the UN PRI as 
well.160 
 
As part of Principle 2 of the UNPRI, signatories pledge to “be active owners and 
incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies and practices.” Principle 3 states: 
“we will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we invest” 
and includes language resolving to “support shareholder initiatives and resolutions 
promoting ESG disclosure.”161 In largely failing to vote in favor of climate-related 
shareholder proposals, BNY Mellon is going against its own public commitments and 
statements of concern regarding the broad-reaching impact of climate risk on its 
investments. While we appreciate that the firm has made significant public 
commitments to reduce emissions in its own physical operations, we view its climate-
related proxy voting as an entirely separate issue, having to do with risk management 
in its portfolios. 
 
In voting against virtually all climate-related resolutions, BNY is exposing itself to 
increasing competitive and reputational risk. 
 
Many of BNY’s investment peers have proactive proxy voting policies and practices 
taking into account climate change risk. A number of competitors have long 
supported the majority of climate change-related proposals. Several notable peers all 
support a dramatically higher share of reasonable climate change-related 
shareholder proposals, including Wells Fargo (supported 78% of climate-related 
proposals in 2017), Northern Trust (60%), Morgan Stanley (67%), and State Street 
(37%).162  And BlackRock and Vanguard have just expanded their climate engagements 
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and reviewed their proxy voting on climate, with CEO Larry Fink’s 2018 Letter to CEOs 
directly communicating an increased focus on the financial implications of ESG, 
stating that “a company’s ability to manage environmental, social, and governance 
matters demonstrates the leadership and good governance that is so essential to 
sustainable growth, which is why we are increasingly integrating these issues into our 
investment process.”163 
 
In appearing behind the curve when it comes to climate, BNY Mellon risks alienating 
millennials, who EY has noted are poised to inherit $30 trillion and who represent a 
significant portion of the increasing demand for consideration of ESG factors in 
investment.164 ESG strategies now represent one out of every five dollars under 
management in the US.165 In addition, an increasing number of asset owners who are 
members of PRI are asking their asset managers to disclose and evaluate their proxy 
voting. 
 
As many of its peers understand, voting their proxies in favor of climate-related 
shareholder proposals aligns with fiduciary duty.  
 
In its response to this resolution, the Board of Directors points out that our 
shareholder proposal, if passed, would “elevate the social objectives of BNY Mellon 
over the obligation of the Member Firms to vote proxies on a consideration of their 
clients’ best interests. Our Member Firms’ proxy voting records reflects [sic] a 
thoughtful, case-by-case approach consistent with their fiduciary duties.” We argue 
that taking climate risk into account is a financial objective, not a social one. Effective 
management of climate risk and opportunity is inarguably tied to long term value 
creation, and acting to reduce portfolios’ risk exposure and protect client investments 
by appropriately exercising proxy voting rights is fundamental to fiduciary duty. 
 
Given the various statements made by BNY and subsidiaries, their status as PRI 
signatories, the empirically demonstrated ability of ESG issues to impact financial 
performance of portfolio companies, the current competitive landscape and 
practices of BNY’s peers, and the apparent disconnect between BNY’s own proxy 
voting guidelines and actual proxy votes, requesting a report is reasonable request in 
our view. A review and disclosure on the company’s voting practices to ensure their 
alignment with long-term value creation is critical to the ability of shareholders to 
make informed decisions and understand the risks of their investment in BNY Mellon.  
 
Implementing the proposal would not be burdensome. 
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BNY claims that implementing the proposal would require substantial resources to 
analyze each voting decision made by their Member firms. While it is certainly true 
that some resources would be required, it is doubtful that they would be as 
substantial and onerous as BNY Mellon claims, especially since Bank of New York 
Mellon states they already do a case by case analysis of votes and uses a number of 
research firms that provide relevant information. This report asks for a review of a 
small subset of the voting decisions made (those around climate-related shareholder 
proposals, approximately 150 in 2017) – not every single vote.  
 
Such a report is in the best interest of all shareholders since shareholders depend on 
information related to the risk exposure of their investments. The resolution raises 
concerns about BNY’s proxy voting and its apparent inconsistency with BNY’s own 
guidelines and the long-term risks posed by climate change. As investors in BNY 
Mellon, we believe it is critical that we receive more substantial information and 
explanation about their proxy voting recommendations on climate.  
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Sustainability 
reporting 
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Kinder Morgan (KMI)  
Publish Sustainability Report 
 
 
 
 
New York State Comptroller’s Office 
Patrick Doherty 
pdoherty@osc.state.ny.us 
 
 
Summary 

1. Due to the nature of Kinder Morgan's business, ESG risks are paramount. 
 

2. There is a clear link between improved financial performance and sustainability 
measures. 
 

3. Kinder Morgan lags behind its peers on sustainability policies, practices, and 
disclosure, 
 

4. Kinder Morgan’s sustainability-related disclosures do not adequately meet the 
needs of shareholders and other stakeholders. 

 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareholders request that Kinder Morgan issue an annual sustainability report 
describing the company’s analysis of, and short- and long-term responses to the 
ESG-related issues that are most important to the company. The report should be 
prepared at a reasonable cost, omit proprietary information, and be made available to 
shareholders by December 2018. 
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Rationale details 
 
Due to the nature of Kinder Morgan’s business, ESG risks are paramount  
● Leaks and spills are risks at the heart of the business. Natural gas is worse than 

coal if it leaks by about 3.2%.166 Kinder Morgan has stated the many ways it 
attempts to reduce methane emissions167, but it does not disclose the actual 
amounts emitted. A sustainability report would help investors see the progress 
that has made.  

● The company needs a social license to operate and build its pipelines and 
related facilities. Pipeline projects, such as the Trans-Mountain pipeline, have 
been heavily protested by from civic governments, First Nations, and 
concerned citizens. The company also faces the risk of stranded assets related 
to reduced demand for fossil fuels in low carbon scenarios scientists say are 
needed to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. Kinder Morgan has 
already experienced this with projects like the Northeast Energy Direct 
pipeline.168 Kinder Morgan cannot continue to avoid comprehensive disclosure 
on these issues.  

● The detailed disclosure of the various risks that Kinder Morgan faces, as well as 
an outlining of the concrete steps that the company is taking to address these 
risks, would give investors and potential investors a higher level of comfort, 
knowing that the company is actively working to mitigate environmental risks 
and operate in a sustainable way. 

● The process of producing a sustainability report helps a company to establish 
data gathering systems that can reduce risk and improve how the firm is 
managing risks. There are numerous resources available to companies to help 
them more efficiently embark on the sustainability reporting process, some 
examples include guidelines from Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, or The Task Force on Climate-
Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD). 

 
There is a clear link between improved financial performance and sustainability 
measures  
● In his 2018 letter to CEOs, Larry Finke of BlackRock highlighted the need for 

companies to act sustainably, “To prosper over time, every company must not 
only deliver financial performance, but also show how it makes a positive 
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contribution to society.” Finke believes that “a company’s ability to manage 
environmental, social, and governance matters demonstrates the leadership 
and good governance that is so essential to sustainable growth.” BlackRock 
recognizes the benefits of sustainability measures. This is why they are 
“increasingly integrating these issues into our investment process.”169 

● A 2017 working paper from Harvard Management Company reinforced that 
"forty years of academic and empirical evidence suggest that ESG integration 
in the investment process can lead to better risk-adjusted returns and long-
term value creation."170 

● A 2014 study showed that 88% of reviewed sources find that companies with 
robust sustainability practices demonstrate better operational performance, 
which ultimately translates into cash flows. 80% of the reviewed studies 
demonstrate that prudent sustainability practices have a positive influence on 
investment performance171 

● A 2012 Deutsche Bank review of 100 academic studies, 56 research papers, 2 
literature reviews, and 4 meta-studies on sustainable investing found 89% of 
the studies demonstrated that companies with high ESG ratings showed 
market-based outperformance172   

● 76 percent of executives polled by McKinsey & Company say sustainability 
contributes positively to shareholder value in the long term, and 50 percent see 
short-term value creation173 

● CDP research shows that companies that lead on climate change 
management generate superior profitability, have a lower volatility of earnings, 
grow dividends to shareholders, and exhibit valuable attributes to investors.174 

 
Kinder Morgan lags behind its peers on sustainability policies, practices, and 
disclosure 
● Many of Kinder Morgan’s peers in the oil and gas sector produce standard 

sustainability reports. A number of major oil and gas companies, such as Hess, 
Baker Hughes, Chevron, Marathon Oil, and National Oilwell Varco, as well as 
some of Kinder Morgan’s direct competitors, Enbridge175 and TransCanada,176 
are meeting this need through sustainability reporting using GRI guidelines.  
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● According to a study released by KPMG in December 2013, 93% of the 250 
largest companies in the world report their sustainability performance using 
the GRI guidelines177 

● Peer comparisons are now easily available via data aggregators of ESG and 
financial information – such as Bloomberg, MSCI, Reuter’s ASSET4, and 
providers of indexes such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. Without data 
that is easily comparable between companies – the kind of data provided by 
more than 4,000 companies worldwide who use the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI) metrics – the ESG data aggregators may have difficulty populating their 
databases and sharing the information with Kinder Morgan investors and 
stakeholders.178 Investors rely heavily on this information as a key input in their 
investment decisions. 

● Both Yahoo Finance and Google prominently show ESG criteria which makes it 
easy for investors to see that KMI is lagging behind their peers. Yahoo Finance 
has an entire section devoted to sustainability on each company’s profile. It 
uses Sustainalytics’ ESG Ratings to measure how well companies proactively 
manage the ESG issues that are the most material to their business and 
provide an assessment of companies’ ability to mitigate ESG risks. At 42 Kinder 
Morgan has the lowest environmental score out of its peers which average at 
54.179 Google analyzes ESG criteria through a CDP rating. Kinder Morgan does 
not even have a rating.180 

 
Kinder Morgan’s sustainability-related disclosures do not adequately meet the 
needs of stakeholders. 
● Reluctance to disclose ESG-related information using widely supported 

guidelines indicates that issues of critical concern to investors are being 
overlooked in the disclosure process. 

● This request for sustainability reporting echoes the appeal of Principles of 
Responsible Investing (PRI) signatories, representing over 1400 institutional 
investors with more than $60 trillion in assets under management.181 

● The company has made public statements on transparency, including that “it is 
our goal to work openly and cooperatively with all stakeholders regarding 
environmental, health and safety (EHS) issues”182 and that it “has been 
conducting its business transparently long before it became a corporate 
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buzzword.”183 Publishing a sustainability report is the best way to improve 
transparency on ESG issues, and we would like to see Kinder Morgan follow 
through on these statements. 

 
Conclusion  
Sustainability reporting is particularly crucial for Kinder Morgan. As an energy 
transport and handling business, the company faces ESG risks that directly impact 
the company’s core businesses. The best way to demonstrate that the company is 
addressing these risks is through comprehensive sustainability reporting. We 
recommend that Kinder Morgan follow in the steps of its competitors and make use of 
helpful resources such as the GRI guidelines in creating a sustainability report. 
Studies show that sustainability reporting improves financial performance, and we 
believe that Kinder Morgan owes it to its investors to improve their sustainability 
disclosures.  
 
 
We urge you to vote FOR this sustainability reporting proposal on Kinder Morgan’s 

proxy ballot. 
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Middleby Corporation (MIDD)  
Publish Sustainability Report 
 
 
 
 
Trillium Asset Management 
Allan Pearce 
503-953-8345 
apearce@trilliuminvest.com 
 
 
Summary 
 

1. Middleby’s 2009 Sustainability Report is clearly outdated and does not 
accurately reflect its operations in 2018.  
 

2. Investors’ expectations and the field of sustainability reporting have evolved 
significantly since 2010; Middleby now stands out as a laggard.  
 

3. Middleby’s lack of ESG and sustainability reporting is insufficient for investors’ 
needs.  
 

4. Disclosure on the Company’s ESG policies, performance, and improvement 
targets could lead to financial benefits for Middleby and its shareholders.  

 
 
Resolution 
 
Shareholders request The Middleby Corporation (Middleby) issue a report describing 
the company’s environmental, social, and governance (ESG) policies, quantitative 
performance metrics, and improvement targets, including a discussion of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions management strategies and metrics. This report 
should be updated annually, be prepared at reasonable cost, and omit proprietary 
information. 
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Rationale details 
 
Middleby’s 2009 Sustainability Report is clearly outdated and does not accurately 
reflect its operations in 2018  
 
In 2010, Middleby published its 2009 Sustainability Report (http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=85145&p=irol-govHighlights). The Company has not updated 
this report since, nor has it provided an alternate discussion of its management of 
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) policies, performance, or improvement 
targets.  
 
Middleby’s operations have changed significantly since the 2009 Report was 
published. Net sales have more than tripled and the Company has acquired 
numerous businesses since 2010. For example, Middleby did not have a Residential 
Kitchen business in 2010, a segment that now accounts for almost 30% of net sales 
(according to Middleby’s 2016 Annual Report).  
 
As Middleby grows and evolves, its risk exposure changes and its social and 
environmental impacts grow along with it. Consequently, the Company should update 
its policies and practices geared toward management of ESG risks and impacts. 
Proponents are concerned that Middleby’s ESG policies and strategies are as out of 
date as it’s reporting, and therefore may be insufficient for managing the impacts, 
risks, and opportunities Middleby faces in 2018. As a result, investors are concerned 
that Middleby is inadequately protecting shareholder value.   
 
Investors’ expectations have changed as the field of sustainability reporting has 
evolved, leaving Middleby as a laggard.  
 
As Middleby’s operations have evolved since 2010, investors’ expectations around 
sustainability-related disclosures have changed as well. More companies than ever 
before are publishing sustainability reports – the Governance and Accountability 
Institute reports 82% of the S&P 500 published sustainability reports in 2016. Globally, 
73% of 4,500 companies published ESG reports in 2015, according to KPMG.  
 
This includes many companies that could be considered peers of Middleby. The 
proposal notes: “Assa Abloy, Barnes Group, Donaldson Company, Masco Corporation, 
Flowserve Corporation, Lennox International, and Lincoln Electric are examples of the 
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numerous small industrial companies publishing sustainability metrics alongside 
qualitative supporting details.”  
 
Perhaps the strongest signal that investors are interested in enhanced ESG 
disclosure from Middleby is that this proposal received a 44.6% vote in 2017.  
 
The following points demonstrate additional ways in which the field of sustainability 
reporting and investor interest in sustainability topics have grown since publication of 
Middleby’s 2009 Report. 

• The Sustainability Accounting Standards Boards (SASB) was established in 
2011; it has since become a major source of information and guidance on ESG-
related reporting.  

• The Financial Stability Board appointed a Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures that in June 2017 published its widely circulated 
recommendations.  

• State Street Global Advisors states: “In their public reporting, we expect 
companies to disclose information on relevant management tools and 
material environmental and social performance metrics.” 184 

• 195 countries adopted a global goal to address climate change under the Paris 
Agreement in 2015.  

• GRI, SASB, CDP, and others have gone through multiple iterations of reporting 
guidelines since Middleby’s 2009 Report.  

• The Principles for Responsible Investment, which is backed by nearly 1,700 
signatories that have $95 trillion in Assets under Management, pledges to seek 
“appropriate disclosure on ESG issues”. 

• 650 investors with $87 trillion in assets support CDP, requesting disclosure on 
climate change, forests, or water.  

 
Proponents believe updated disclosure from Middleby would be in shareholders’ best 
interest, as the Company is not capitalizing on this well-established and 
commonplace business practice.   
 
Middleby’s lack of ESG and sustainability reporting is insufficient for investors’ 
needs.  
 
Even the outdated 2009 Report did not provide investors with substantive discussion 
on the Company’s management of many important ESG impacts, risks, and 
opportunities. For example, Middleby did not provide a discussion of its climate 
change policies, performance, strategies, or risk exposure in the 2009 Report. This is 
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a significant concern for investors such as those backing CDP and PRI described 
above. 
 
Middleby claimed in its 2017 Opposition Statement to have published information on 
its commitment to energy efficiency in its 10-k. However, the Company’s 2016 10-k 
mentions energy efficiency only once in a list of 12 factors that it competes on. Asking 
investors to believe this constitutes a commitment to energy efficiency in its 
operations is a stretch.  
 
This proposal also asks for Middleby to publish annual updates, a common practice 
that Middleby understands is important, but has not implemented. In its 2009 Report, 
the Company stated: “For the 2010 sustainability report, we expect to report energy 
efficiency improvements in more detail.” Even then, Middleby stated an expectation to 
publish an annual update. Yet Middleby claimed in its 2017 Opposition Statement that 
it has provided extensive information regarding its ESG policies (referring to its 2009 
Sustainability Report) as if reporting once was enough.  
 
Providing updated and expanded ESG reporting, including a discussion of climate 
change policies and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets would help 
shareholders evaluate management’s handling of related risks and opportunities. 
 
Disclosure on the Company’s ESG policies, performance, and improvement 
targets could lead to financial benefits for Middleby and its shareholders.  

 
Clearly Middleby is a laggard when it comes to disclosure of its management of ESG 
policies, performance, and improvement targets. While sustainability reporting is 
clearly something investors are interested in, reporting could unlock numerous other 
benefits for Middleby as well. As noted in the proposal: “Transparent, substantive 
reporting allows companies to better integrate and capture value from existing 
sustainability efforts, identify gaps and opportunities in policies and practices, 
strengthen risk management programs, stimulate innovation, enhance company-
wide communications, and recruit and retain employees.”  
 
There is compelling evidence that companies with strong sustainability programs 
outperform peers financially. The University of Oxford and Arabesque Partners 
recently reviewed 200 studies on sustainability and corporate performance and 
concluded 90 percent of studies show “sound sustainability standards lower the cost 
of capital of companies,” and 80 percent show “stock price performance of 
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companies is positively influenced by good sustainability practices.”185 Proponents are 
concerned that Middleby is failing to capture these benefits.  
 
The business case for responsibly managing climate change is also very convincing. 
In 2013, WWF and CDP found 79% of the S&P 500 companies that responded to the 
CDP earned a higher return on investments intended to reduce GHG emissions than 
on overall capital investments. They also found investments in energy efficiency 
improvements earned an average return on investment of 196%, with an average 
payback period between two and three years.186 Middleby has not comprehensively 
reported whether it has GHG reduction or energy efficiency policies or programs in 
place, which leaves investors wondering if it is leaving money on the table that could 
otherwise be returned to shareholders or reinvested.   
 
Furthermore, a study by the Society for Human Resource Management found, 
employee morale was 55% better, loyalty 38% better, and workforce productivity 21% 
better in firms with strong sustainability programs. 
 
For all of these reasons, investors are clearly interested in and have a justified 
expectation that Middleby disclose how it is managing ESG impacts and mitigating 
risk, thereby maximizing shareholder value.   
 
Conclusion 
Middleby does not provide up to date or comprehensive information on its 
management of important ESG issues that can present material financial risks and 
opportunities and impact shareholder value. Moreover, Middleby has not 
demonstrated that it is managing its ESG risks and impacts in a responsible way. We 
urge you to vote for this proposal on Middleby’s 2018 proxy statement, to send a signal 
to Middleby’s leadership that shareholders value disclosure on how the Company is 
managing its ESG impacts, risks, and opportunities.  
 
 
Disclosure:  This is not a recommendation to buy or sell any of the securities 
mentioned. It should not be assumed that investments in such securities have been 
or will be profitable. The securities mentioned were selected to illustrate views 
expressed and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or 
recommended. This piece is for informational purposes and is not a research report. 
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To find details of these and other climate- and ESG-

related shareholder proposals, please visit: 
 

engagements.ceres.org 
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